PREPARED STATEMENT OF CARL MALAMUD

When FDR was elected president, Augustus E. Giegengack, a working printer and regular leather apron
man was inspired to public service, aspiring to be be appointed Public Printer of the United States, head

Giegengack didn’t know FDR, he didn’t run in those circles. In WWI, he
was the printer for Stars and Stripes, later on he ran operations for other
print shops. So, to make his case, he went on the Rotary Club circuit in
up-state New York and gave talks about his vision for the GPO. At the end
of each talk, Augustus asked people to send him their letters of
endorsement. Pretty soon he had a pile of 200 letters.

Gus Giegengack took those letters, bound them up real pretty, and sent
them to the White House. He got the job, and went on to become the
greatest public printer since Ben Franklin, printer to the pre-united states.

Gus had the gumption to go for the gold, and I am inspired by his example
to tell you my vision for the GPO, an agency which opened its doors the
day Abraham Lincoln was inaugurated, an agency which has worked to
“Keep America Informed” for 148 years.

If I were given the honor to be nominated by the President and the further honor to be confirmed by the
Senate, my platform for revitalizing the GPO and rebooting .gov is spelled out in in a detailed series of
policy papers submitted to the Presidential Transition Team.

Please allow me to highlight a few of the items that I think we all need to pay attention to, and I invite you
to contact me so we can continue to talk about these issues. Publication is a two-way street, and I hope
this is the beginning of a long-term dialogue about the public domain and how the United States of
America presents itself to the world:

and prints the Official Journals of Government. GPO should lead the effort to make all primary legal
materials produced by the U.S. readily available. [ more ]

2. Librarians. Librarians are the bedrock of the public domain and the defenders of our fundamental
right to access knowledge. GPO should work even more closely with our libraries and reform the Federal
Depository Library Program to support them better. [ more ]

3. Jobs. As commodity printing goes the way of the PDF file and the copy machine, GPO must retrain
and refocus its workforce, working with the unions and the employees so we may face the challenges of
the future. If nominated and confirmed, I would work to establish a United States Publishing Academy,
reviving the grand tradition of GPO being in the lead for workforce development, vocational training for
students, and educating the rest of the U.S. government on how to print and publish effectively. [ more ]
4. Security. GPO produces passports and other secure documents. The current design for passports uses an RFID chip, which means that an American can be picked out of a crowd merely by having a passport in their pocket. If nominated and confirmed, I would ask security expert Bruce Schneier to form a Blue-Ribbon Commission to reexamine the design of passports and other secure documents so we can better protect the privacy and security of all Americans.

5. Jobs. The GPO workforce includes some of the best master printers, bookbinders, and other professionals of the publishing profession. With our cultural institutions, writers and other artists, and using the historical archives of the United States, the GPO should create more materials for the public domain, both as fully produced books as well as freely available master files for others to use and remix. [more]

6. Rebooting .Gov. There is no reason why the U.S. Government should not be one of the top 10 destinations on the Internet! GPO should work with the rest of the U.S. Government to radically change how we present information on the Internet. Some of the initiatives would include installing a cloud for .gov to use, enshrining principles of bulk data distribution into legislation, and a massive upgrade in the government’s video capabilities. [more]

7. Full Transparency. GPO serves all 3 branches of government. As the nation’s service bureau, GPO must be fully transparent in its own financial affairs and should be a forceful and effective advocate for the public domain. Most importantly, the GPO must be fully transparent to its clients—the Congress, the Executive Branch, and the Judiciary. If nominated and confirmed, I would pledge to serve on the front lines of customer service, working to understand the needs of our clients and the public.

For over 20 years, I have been publishing government information on the Internet. In 2008, Public.Resource.Org published over 32.4 million pages of primary legal materials, as well as thousands of hours of video and thousands of photographs. In the 1990s, I fought to place the databases of the United States on the Internet. In the 1980s, I fought to make the standards that govern our global Internet open standards available to all. Should I be honored to be nominated and confirmed, I would continue to work to preserve and extend our public domain, and would place special attention to our relationship with our customers, especially the United States Congress.

Access to information is a human right and the United States of America is the world’s leading producer of information. As the publisher of the United States, GPO plays a vital role in promoting useful knowledge, promoting the progress of science and useful arts, and promoting and preserving the public domain.

Thank you again for your support.
YES WE SCAN
This is quite serious albeit a bit unconventional. http://YesWeScan.Org/
Thank you for your support.

2:46 PM Feb 24th from Spaz

@carlmalamud: This is quite serious albeit a bit unconventional. http://YesWeScan.Org/ Thank you for your support.

2:54 PM Feb 24th from TwitterFox

He's got my vote! RT @carlmalamud: This is quite serious albeit a bit unconventional. http://YesWeScan.Org/ Thank you for your support.

2:57 PM Feb 24th from tuhirl
Endorse @carlmalamud for Office of Public Printer of the United States = http://yeswescan.org/

2:58 PM Feb 24th from twhirl

tobrien
Tim O’Brien

RT @gnat: He's got my vote! RT @carlmalamud: This is quite serious albeit a bit unconventional. http://YesWeScan.Org/
3:02 PM Feb 24th from twhirl

pahlkadot
Jennifer Pahlka

@gnat i’m so with you on that one. http://yeswescan.org/
3:04 PM Feb 24th from TwitterFox in reply to gnat

auchmill
Courtney Johnston
@carlmalamud for US Public Printer appointment http://yeswescan.org/

3:04 PM Feb 24th from Ping.fm

Joi
Joi Ito

RT @carlmalamud: This is quite serious albeit a bit unconventional. http://YesWeScan.Org/ Thank you for your support.

3:04 PM Feb 24th from Spaz

webchickbot

Join me: @carlmalamud for public printer: http://yeswescan.org/ 

3:06 PM Feb 24th from web

aaronsw
Aaron Swartz
RT @Joi: @carlmalamud for US Public Printer appointment http://yeswescan.org/ Seconded!

3:06 PM Feb 24th from TweetDeck

judicialfiat
Brian Creeden

RT @webchickbot RT @carlmalamud: This is quite serious albeit a bit unconventional. http://YesWeScan.Org/ Thank you for your support.

3:08 PM Feb 24th from web

mahatmadave
Dave Bastian

Give this man the job:
http://yeswescan.org/

3:14 PM Feb 24th from twitterrific

jaydedman
jay dedman
rt @aaronsw Join me: @carlmalamud for public printer: http://yeswescan.org/

@amarashar

http://yeswescan.org/ @carlmalamud would be fantastic as head of US govt printing office

amatix

Support @carlmalamud for public printer: http://yeswescan.org/ (love that url!)

stereogab

Gabriela
@gnat @carlmalamud: serious albeit a bit unconventional. 
http://yeswescan.org/ Thank you for your support. (He sure has mine!)

@carlmalamud: Support @carlmalamud for Public Printer of the U.S., head of Govt Printing Office. Go shake it up Carl. 
http://yeswescan.org/
RT @mkapor // Support @carlmalamud for Public Printer of the U.S., head of Govt Printing Office. Go shake it up Carl. http://yeswescan.org/

3:29 PM Feb 24th from Tweetie in reply to mkapor

carinacharlie
Charlie Reece

RT @mkapor: Support @carlmalamud for Public Printer of the U.S., head of Govt Printing Office. Go shake it up Carl. http://yeswescan.org

3:31 PM Feb 24th from TwitterFox

mak1e
Mark Guadalupe

Support @carlmalamud as head of Govt Printing Office http://yesWeScan.org/
Carls been indispensable on Govt data for 20 years

3:32 PM Feb 24th from TweetDeck

cshirky
Clay Shirky
RT@cshirky Support @carlmalamud as head of Govt Printing Office
http://yesWeScan.org/ Carls been indispensable on Govt data for 20 years
3:34 PM Feb 24th from web

govloop
steve resler

policy puns are the best puns.
http://YesWeScan.Org/
3:36 PM Feb 24th from web

CoryOndrejka

http://yesWeScan.org/ I think I will join the committee!
3:37 PM Feb 24th from web

ralphpoole
Ralph Poole
RT @eShirky: Support @carlmalamud as head of Govt Printing Office
http://ginx.com/-glPm Carls been indispensable on Govt data for 20 years
3:37 PM Feb 24th from Ginx

itsthomas
Thomas Kriese

rt @gnat @carlmalamud: This is quite serious albeit a bit unconventional.
http://YesWeScan.Org/ - "rebooting .gov" in the USA - focus on GPO
3:38 PM Feb 24th from web

scilib
Richard Akerman

RT @podnosh: what a great group of folk to reboot govt http://yeswescan.org/
Who is missing ( hat tip @clayshirky )
3:43 PM Feb 24th from TwitterGadget

bmbufalo
Brian Bufalo
RT @cshirky: Support @carlmalamud as head of Govt Printing Office http://yesWeScan.org Carl's been indispensable on Govt data for 20 years.

3:46 PM Feb 24th from TweetDeck

@carlmalamud is an easy audio edit

3:46 PM Feb 24th from twhirl

Carl Malamud for head of the Government Printing Office!!!
http://yeswescan.org for a better Open America today!!!

3:49 PM Feb 24th from TweetDeck
@mkapor Color me informed! There's a Public Printer of the U.S.; heads Govt Printing Office. @CarlMalamud is running: http://yeswescan.org

3:50 PM Feb 24th from TweetDeck in reply to mkapor

digiphile
Alex Howard

RT @justia Carl Malamud for head of the Government Printing Office!!! http://yeswescan.org for a better Open America today!!!

3:51 PM Feb 24th from TwitBin

gbeck
Greg Beck

RT @justia: Carl Malamud for head of the Government Printing Office!!! http://yeswescan.org for a better Open America today!!!

3:54 PM Feb 24th from TweetDeck
caminick
(he's got my vote!) RT @carlmalamud: This is quite serious albeit a bit unconventional. http://YesWeScan.org/ Thank you for your support.

3:55 PM Feb 24th from twitterrific

darkuncle
Scott Francis

Oh hell yeah I can get behind this: http://yeswescan.org

3:58 PM Feb 24th from TwitterFox

juliandibbell
Julian Dibbell

Retweeting @juliandibbell: Oh hell yeah I can get behind this: http://yeswescan.org

4:06 PM Feb 24th from twhirl

RITOPL
RT @CoryOndrejka: policy puns are the best puns. http://YesWeScan.Org/

4:07 PM Feb 24th from TweetDeck

Sara Peyton
Sara Peyton

RT @mkapor: Support @carlmalamud for Public Printer of the U.S., head of Govt Printing Office. http://yeswescan.org/

4:10 PM Feb 24th from web

sethop
Seth Wagoner

#yeswescan @carlmalamud
http://yeswescan.org/

4:10 PM Feb 24th, from twhirl

papyromancer
I think having @timbray http://yeswescan.org/ because he is from .ca. ;) public.resource.org and friends, you guys rock!

RT @justia: Carl Malamud for head of the Government Printing Office!!! http://yeswescan.org for a better Open America today!!!

@carlmalamud Toward Innovation in Government Data http://tr.im/gKx6 #yeswescan
RT @carlmalamud This is quite serious albeit a bit unconventional. http://YesWeScan.Org/ Thank you for your support.

JohnWonderlich
John Wonderlich

RT @carlmalamud This is quite serious albeit a bit unconventional. http://YesWeScan.Org/ Thank you for your support.

@juliandibbell: Oh hell yeah I can get behind this: http://yeswescan.org

robertjwhitney

(thanks to @robertjwhitney) i endorse @carlmalamud for public printer of the united states. http://yeswescan.org/

yes we scan ... the committee to reboot .gov : http://yeswescan.org/
yes we scan ... the committee to reboot .gov: http://yeswescan.org/
4:38 PM Feb 24th from Identica

bookoven
Hugh, Steph, Suw, +

As a sometimes printer I endorse @carlmalamud for public printer (rt @juliandibbell): http://yeswescan.org
4:51 PM Feb 24th from twhirl

mattBernius
matt bernius

RT @carlmalamud: This is quite serious albeit a bit unconventional. http://YesWeScan.Org/ Thank you for your support.
5:07 PM Feb 24th from TwitterFon

marcia_hofmann
Marcia Hofmann
RT @justia: Carl Malamud for head of the Government Printing Office!!! http://yeswescan.org for a better Open America today!!!
5:21 PM Feb 24th from TweetDeck

NickMoline
Nicholas Moline

@carlmalamud for Public Printer of the Uniter States: http://yeswescan.org/
5:34 PM Feb 24th from web

epistemographer
josh

@carlmalamud http://yeswescan.org/
FTW! http://is.gd/kL7l support him for Public Printer of the Uniter States (and please retwitt).
5:45 PM Feb 24th from Power Twitter

yishaym
Yishay Mor
RT @mkapor: Support @carlmalamud for Public Printer of the U.S., head of Govt Printing Office. Go shake it up Carl. http://yeswescan.org/

@carlmalamud if House Ethics Comm gives ok, i could endorse you through my capacity as the Co-Prez of the House Sys Admin Association #gpo

@carlmalamud has my vote. Mr. Obama, please nominate Carl to be Public Printer of the USA. http://yeswescan.org/
My interview with @carlmalamud about his effort to become head of the GPO: http://tr.im/gKL7

6:56 PM Feb 24th from twhirl

RT @tobrien: My interview with @carlmalamud about his effort to become head of the GPO: http://tr.im/gKL7

7:09 PM Feb 24th from TweetDeck

RT @mkapor: Support @carlmalamud for Public Printer of the U.S., head of Govt Printing Office. Go shake it up Carl. http://yeswescan.org/

8:34 PM Feb 24th from TwitterFon

dane
Dane Jasper
NEW ON FGI: Carl Malamud for Public Printer http://freegovinfo.info/nod...
8:42 PM Feb 24th from web

@carlmalamud for public printer! yes we scan is a brilliant slogan. http://freegovinfo.info/nod...
8:45 PM Feb 24th from twhirl

FGI Sez: Carl Malamud for Public Printer: Yes we scan! Carl Malamud, great good friend to govt documents.. http://tinyurl.com/ddfsl2
8:52 PM Feb 24th from twitterfeed
RT @marcia_hofmannRT @carlmalamud: This is quite serious albeit a bit unconventional. http://YesWeScan.Org/ Thank you for your support.
8:53 PM Feb 24th from web

Join me: @carlmalamud for public printer: http://yeswescan.org/ (via @aaronsw)
9:05 PM Feb 24th from Tweetie in reply to aaronsw

jorgeortiz85
Jorge Ortiz

RT @bookoven: Yes we scan: reboot ".gov": http://yeswescan.org/
9:30 PM Feb 24th from Netvibes

Minerva8843
Me too! Support @carlmalamud for head of US Gov Printg Ofc. http://yeswescan.org/. Or, bring him to Canada to end Crown Copyright!

@carlmalamud I endorse Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the United States of America.

Carl Malamud for Public Printer | Free Government Information (FGI) (Free Government Information (FGI) blogs) http://tinyurl.com/ahs4t4
RT @carlmalamud: This is quite serious albeit a bit unconventional. http://YesWeScan.Org/ Thank you for your support. [tb: Got my vote.]

12:57 AM Feb 25th from TweetDeck

trbruce
Thomas R Bruce

Cool - @carlmalamud wants to run GPO: This is quite serious albeit a bit unconventional. http://YesWeScan.Org/ Thank you for your support.

1:04 AM Feb 25th from txt

paulhyland
Paul Hyland

@carlmalamud Good luck with all the great work you're doing -- and AWESOME profile pic! :)

2:34 AM Feb 25th from Tweetie in reply to carlmalamud

carolinacharlie
Charlie Reece
@sleers New models in places like Justia and Fastcase. We need bulk XML before we'll know. That's why http://yeswescan.org/ is important.

trbruce
Thomas R Bruce

RT @cshirky USG has key info, collected w/public $, but not shared w/ us. Support @carlmalamud (who totally gets this): http://yeswescan.org

nmw
New Media Works NMW

I endorse @carlmalamud for Public Printer of the United States and make public documents easily accessible. http://yeswescan.org/
Interview: Carl Malamud's Grassroots Campaign for Public Printer of the United States http://tinyurl.com/az894b

@carlmalamud Heard about you on Techdirt. Keep up the good work! http://tinyurl.com/az894b

Obama News: James Love: Obama, Carl Malamud, and where are all of the open source people? (Huffington.. (Huffington.. http://tinyurl.com/d2xfwu
Techdirt: Time To Make Carl Malamud Head Of The Government Printing Office: If you're unfamiliar with C..
http://tinyurl.com/alyqao

6:25 AM Feb 25th from twitterfeed

Obama, Carl Malamud, and where are all of the open source people? -
http://is.gd/kOHC Indeed. #opensource #obama #us

6:21 AM Feb 25th from TweetDeck

Time To Make Carl Malamud Head Of The Government Printing Office: If you're unfamiliar with Carl Malamud, you ha..
http://tinyurl.com/alyqao

6:21 AM Feb 25th from twitterfeed

integrateit
Kyle Welsh
Time To Make Carl Malamud Head Of The Government Printing Office
http://tinyurl.com/alyqao
6:34 AM Feb 25th from twitterfeed

Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the U.S.? http://tinyurl.com/cyl25j
6:34 AM Feb 25th from web

support @carlmalamud for head of Government Printing office:
http://yeswescan.org/
7:03 AM Feb 25th from TweetDeck

Kevin Donovan
Techdirt. - Time To Make Carl Malamud Head Of The Government Printing Office
7:31 AM Feb 25th from twitterfeed

TechnologyGeek
Technology Geek

Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the United States! http://yeswescan.org/
7:31 AM Feb 25th from web

kfortney
Katie Fortney

Continuing my front port campaign, harvesting comments and tweets for my book. http://YesWeScan.Org/ Thank you for your support!
7:58 AM Feb 25th from Spaz
Warren G. Harding had 600,000 visitors to his Marion, Ohio porch in the summer of 1920. Warren was our first president who was a printer.

@carlmalamud love the posters at http://YesWeScan.org – and the premise. You would do wonders with the GPO.

We need @CarlMalamud of http://public.resource.org as Printer of the US! Read why and sign up here http://YesWeScan.Org Do it now!
@smalljones "this is public now?" yes! blog me, tweet me, friend me for bureaucrat 2.0! will harvest tweets and comments for nomination book

Thinking @carlmalamud's Fairey-esque "Yes We Scan" poster is all kinds of awesome: http://yeswescan.org/data.4...

RT @aaronsw Join me: @carlmalamud for public printer: http://yeswescan.org/  
8:43 AM Feb 25th from twhirl

Silona

Open Sourcing America's Operating System - http://is.gd/kQgV Carl Malamud wants to be Public Printer of the United States: help him #us  
8:49 AM Feb 25th from TweetDeck

glynmoody  
Glyn Moody

fully and completely endorses @carlmalamud for Public Printer of the United States. http://yeswescan.org  
9:02 AM Feb 25th from Identica

MattKatz
We need @CarlMalamud of http://public.resource.org as Printer of the US http://is.gd/kQpz! Read why and sign up here http://YesWeScan.Org

9:06 AM Feb 25th from twhirl

smalljones
Paul Jones

Yes we scan. Yes we scan. YES WE SCAN!
@carlmalamud
9:08 AM Feb 25th from mobile web

andrwmyr
Andrew Meyer

9:15 AM Feb 25th from TwitterFox

calimae
Cindy
Dear @barackobama transition team, @carlmalamud for Scan Czar!

9:42 AM Feb 25th from mobile web

andrwmyr
Andrew Meyer

---

Yes We Scan: The Committee to Reboot .gov: http://yeswescan.org/

10:03 AM Feb 25th from twitterrific

timbray
Tim Bray

---

The committee to reboot .Gov - http://yeswescan.org/

10:08 AM Feb 25th from twhirl

berberich
Jason Berberich
RT @timbray: Yes We Scan: The Committee to Reboot .gov: http://yeswescan.org/

I support @carlmalamud and http://YesWeScan.Org/.

if we only had acted on a naming proposal 1 1/2 years ago...
http://yeswescan.org/ (sorry, @Siepert77.) #indecisionfail
new blog post about @carlmalamud's new thing: http://tinyurl.com/bwjlsd
10:18 AM Feb 25th from twitterrific

davidascher
David Ascher

I endorse @carlmalamud for Public Printer! http://yeswescan.org
10:19 AM Feb 25th from EventBox

nateb
Nate Bedortha

I support @carlmalamud and http://YesWeScan.Org/
10:19 AM Feb 25th from web

weevil
Wiley Wiggins
I support @carlmalamud and http://YesWeScan.Org/.

10:22 AM Feb 25th from twitterrific

Jeremy Orion

@zeldman Thanks for that. Awesome. I also support: @carlmalamud http://YesWeScan.org/

10:23 AM Feb 25th from twitterrific in reply to zeldman

tbrown
Tim Brown

endorses @carlmalamud for Public Printer of the United States:

www.yeswecan.org

10:30 AM Feb 25th from TwitterFox

copiesofcopies
Aaron Williamson
Run Carl Run. Scan Carl Scan
http://yeswescan.org/ @CarlMalamud
runs for Public Printer.

@chasejarvis Being a Web 3.0 freak, you
might find this interesting
http://yeswescan.org/

RT @folkengine: RT @timbray: Yes We
Scan: The Committee to Reboot .gov:
http://yeswescan.org/
via @zeldman: I support @carlmalamud and http://YesWeScan.Org/.  10:44 AM Feb 25th from twirl

walljm

#IAR Yes We Scan: Malamud's Bid to Head GPO: Is Carl Malamud at GPO any crazier than Hilda Solis heading up .. http://tinyurl.com/co9pe8  10:52 AM Feb 25th from twitterfeed

0_0 IARoundtable

#IAR Daily Digest | The Twit of The Union: Carl Malamud wants to be your Printer...the snark is flying over .. http://tinyurl.com/b7b60y  10:52 AM Feb 25th from twitterfeed

0_0 IARoundtable
Yes We Scan: Malamud's Bid to Head GPO: Is Carl Malamud at GPO any crazier than Hilda Solis heading up the Depar.. http://tinyurl.com/co9pe8

We need @CarlMalamud of http://public.resource.org as Printer of the US http://is.gd/kQpz ! Read why and sign up here http://YesWeScan.Org

RT @smalljones: We need @CarlMalamud of http://public.resource.org as Printer of the US http://is.gd/kQpz ! Read why http://YesWeScan.Org
@rockhoward RT @timbray: Yes We Scan: The Committee to Reboot .gov: http://yeswescan.org/

11:13 AM Feb 25th from Spaz

cmars
Casey Marshall

Information policy is finally relevant now that we have a President who's used the Internets. http://yeswescan.org/

11:14 AM Feb 25th from web

jonpliske
Jon Pliske


11:19 AM Feb 25th from twitterfeed

eDemocracy
RT @timbray: Yes We Scan: The Committee to Reboot .gov: http://yeswescan.org/
11:21 AM Feb 25th from TweetDeck

evanchooly
Justin Lee

RT @glynmoody: Open Sourcing America's Operating System - http://is.gd/kQgV Carl Malamud wants to be Public Printer of the US: help him #us
11:22 AM Feb 25th from TweetDeck

econwriter5
Gwynne Monahan

Yes We Scan! http://is.gd/kRBM (retweeted 22x http://is.gd/kRBN )
11:30 AM Feb 25th from web

Retweetist
The Retweetist
I endorse @carlmalamud for the office of Public Printer of the United States.  
http://YesWeScan.Org/

Admiring Carl Malamud's gumption, and wishing him luck in his campaign to reboot the Government Printing Office.  
#yeswescan

@DCPEST great point about needing a US archivist with similar convictions. Can @carlmalamud take on NARA too?!
I proudly support Carl Malamud @carlmalamud for Public Printer of United States and you should too; Yes We Scan (http://yeswescan.org/)

12:02 PM Feb 25th from TweetDeck

I like the looks of yeswescan.org (well, less the looks, which are fine, but more *the content*)

12:04 PM Feb 25th from twitterrific

"Librarians are the bedrock of the public domain and the defenders of our fundamental right to access knowledge."

http://yeswescan.org/

12:12 PM Feb 25th from web
@carlmalamud for Public Printer of the United States http://tinyurl.com/acykmr
12:15 PM Feb 25th from web

campusprogress
campus progress

@dewitz: "thoughts on the Federal Digital System (FDsys)" FDsys is good start, but we could go much faster and farther.
12:30 PM Feb 25th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

Print CEO: Yes We Scan—Carl Malamud’s Campaign to Reboot .Gov
http://tinyurl.com/ag9n8q
12:46 PM Feb 25th from Twitter Tools

whattheythink
WhatTheyThink
RT @timbray (a member of the committee): Yes We Scan: The Committee to Reboot .gov: http://yeswescan.org/

stshank
Stephen Shankland

RT @whattheythink: Print CEO: Yes We Scan–Carl Malamud's Campaign to Reboot .Gov http://tinyurl.com/ag9n8q

JEMcgrew
Jonathan McGrew

RT @whattheythink: Print CEO: Yes We Scan–Carl Malamud's Campaign to Reboot .Gov http://tinyurl.com/ag9n8q

evessels
Eric Vessels
Yes We Scan! Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the USA
http://tinyurl.com/chpp67

1:17 PM Feb 25th from twitterfeed

Sunlight Foundation » Carl Malamud for Public Printer (Sunlight Foundation)
http://tinyurl.com/c8zm5r

1:22 PM Feb 25th from twitterfeed

@c_mason
Corey Mason

@carlmalamud has got my endorsement for office of the Public Printer of the United States.

1:27 PM Feb 25th from TweetDeck

nbrimhall
Noah Brimhall
RT @BoingBoing Yes We Scan! Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the USA http://tinyurl.com/chpp67
1:31 PM Feb 25th from Identica

asteris
Asteris Masouras

Twitter is so amazing.
http://tinyurl.com/cgwlsf Thanks to everybody for your support!
1:35 PM Feb 25th from Spaz

carlamalamud
Carl Malamud

Just shared: Yes We Scan! Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the USA: Rogue archivist Carl Malamud s..
http://tinyurl.com/chpp67
1:37 PM Feb 25th from twitterfeed

/der der_no
David E. Robinson
Woot! Glad @CarlMalamud went public: he'd be great director of GPO.
http://yeswescan.org/ Do it, Barack!

@carlmalamud count me in re:
yeswescan.org

@newshub How do you like Malamud for Public printer of the US
http://tinyurl.com/cyl25j
@carlmalamud for Public Printer of the United States! http://yeswescan.org/

1:46 PM Feb 25th from web

kfortney
Katie Fortney

Necessary: http://yeswescan.org/

1:50 PM Feb 25th from TweetDeck

Vaguery
Bill Tozier

@carlmalamud having worked for the University Printer at Yale, I'm totally in favor of your campaign for the GPO.

1:51 PM Feb 25th from twitterrific

GlennF
I would very much like to see Carl Malamud (@carlmalamud) become Public Printer of the US. We need that.

1:52 PM Feb 25th from TweetDeck

Vaguer
Bill Tozier

Support @carlmalamud to become head of the GPO and help him make gov’t more open to the public. http://yeswescan.org/

1:53 PM Feb 25th from web

martinboz
Martin Bosworth

I endorse @carlmalamud for Public Printer of the USA.
http://yeswescan.org/

1:56 PM Feb 25th from web

aphid23
aphid
I especially love @carlmalamud's plan for enlisting Schneier to redesign American passports, getting rid of dangerous RFID chips.

2:01 PM Feb 25th from web

Martin Bosworth

@carlmalamud three cheers for the public domain, for rebooting .gov, and for info access!

2:02 PM Feb 25th from BeTwittered in reply to carlmalamud

Audra

@carlmalamud for Public Printer
@footage for US archivist!!

2:02 PM Feb 25th from thirt in reply to carlmalamud

freegovinfo
I endorse @carlmalamud for the office of Public Printer of the United States - http://yeswescan.org/ #reboot

2:07 PM Feb 25th from web

seanness
Sean Ness

judell: Admiring Carl Malamud's gumption, and wishing him luck in his campaign to reboot the Government Printing... http://ff.im/-1dvO8

2:09 PM Feb 25th from FriendFeed

damndirypandas
很差 panda

I hereby endorse @carlmalamud for the Public Printer of the United States. More info: http://yeswescan.org/

2:13 PM Feb 25th from web

mecredis
fred benenson
RT @seanness I endorse @carlmalamud for the office of Public Printer of the United States http://yeswescan.org/

Web Activist Wants To Run Printing Office: Internet and government transparency activist Carl Malamud has launch.. http://tinyurl.com/bksmrg

i herewith endorse and demand @carlmalamud as GPO, and OCR-to-the-stars --- http://yeswescan.org/
Ridiculous reporting like http://snipr.com/cngy1 is why I endorse @carlmalamud for the Public Printer of the U.S. http://yeswescan.org/

@carlmalamud yes, please be the Public Printer! We need an advocate for openness in that position!

@carlmalamud I endorse your nomination for Public Printer of the US. Do I need to do anything else?
news.oreilly: Interview: Carl Malamud’s Grassroots Campaign for Public Printer ... - http://tinyurl.com/dfc7kp

2:50 PM Feb 25th from web

YES WE SCAN!! http://yeswescan.org/

2:54 PM Feb 25th, from twhirl

RT @mecredis: I hereby endorse @carlmalamud for the Public Printer of the United States. More info: http://yeswescan.org/

3:12 PM Feb 25th, from twhirl
reading about revitalizing the GPO at http://yeswescan.org/ i wonder what percent of the population cares

@carlmalamud I endorse you for the office of Public Printer of the United States.

Yes we scan? Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the USA http://tinyurl.com/br84wa
Tip @Techmeme Carl Malamud's plan to make US Gov a top 10 Internet destination. http://yeswescan.org/

3:32 PM Feb 25th from Power Twitter

andrwmyr
Andrew Meyer

@newshub

3:32 PM Feb 25th from web

newlocalmedia
New Local Media

[Retweet] I especially love @carlmalamud's plan for enlisting Schneier to redesign American passports, getting... http://bit.ly/qsS3q

4:00 PM Feb 25th from Tweetbots

infotectravel2
I happily, and of my own free will endorse @carlmalamud for the office of Public Printer of the United States. Yes We Scan! #ppus
Yes We Scan! Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the USA http://ff.im/1dGZe

4:21 PM Feb 25th from FriendFeed

cardinena

Yes We Scan! Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the USA http://ff.im/1dH3v

4:22 PM Feb 25th from FriendFeed

robberth Robbert Hoefnagel

@carlmalamud I'm happy to support your bid for Public Printer. I believe you'll do a great job at helping us access the words of our govt.

4:23 PM Feb 25th from twhirl in reply to carlmalamud

chrisspurgeon Chris Spurgeon
Yes We Scan! Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the USA http://ff.im/-1dHcw

4:25 PM Feb 25th, from FriendFeed

gadgets4geeks
Gadget Geek

---

Such a good idea: @carlmalamud for the Public Printer of the U.S. http://yeswescan.org/

4:41 PM Feb 25th, from TwitterFox

evanhr
Evan Hill-Ries

---

Yes We Scan! Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the USA http://ff.im/-1dI92

4:43 PM Feb 25th, from FriendFeed

instantwebmeets
atulabraham
RT @mecredis: I hereby endorse @carlmalamud for the Public Printer of the United States. More info: http://yeswescan.org/
5:29 PM Feb 25th from TweetDeck

nortonwill
Will Norton

woot: http://yeswescan.org/
5:35 PM Feb 25th from TwitterFox

tunabananas
Jenny Ryan

Carl Malamud is my new favorite person http://yeswescan.org/
6:17 PM Feb 25th from TwitterFox

stevenfazzio
Thinking @carlmalamud would be a great Public Printer — http://yeswescan.org

I endorse @carlmalamud to be the Public Printer of the United States http://yeswescan.org/

@carlmalamud I endorse Carl Malamud for the office of Public Printer of the United State
Print News: Yes We Scan–Carl Malamud’s Campaign to Reboot .Gov: For over 20 years Carl Malamud ..
http://tinyurl.com/ag9n8q

@carlmalamud I support you.
http://tinyurl.com/cgbhco
I endorse @carlmalamud for the office of Public Printer of the United States. http://YesWeScan.Org/

@mysociety we should have a manifesto this detailed/comprehensive for the UK http://yeswescan.org/

Ditto! RT @rberger I endorse @carlmalamud to be the Public Printer of the United States http://yeswescan.org/
MARCADOR: OnTheCommons.org » Malamud for Public Printer: "Want to join the campaign? Visit Malamud.. http://tinyurl.com/bxvq3l
3:05 AM Feb 26th from twitterfeed

GReader: Carl Malamud for Public Printer http://tinyurl.com/b6qqad
4:04 AM Feb 26th from twitterfeed

jmathews
Jim Milles

Prof Boyle's "Misunderstanding Open Science" http://bit.ly/3K49S is another good reason to support http://yeswescan.org/
5:20 AM Feb 26th from web

ghbrett
George Brett
@carlmalamud for Public Printer. No doubt the official tally of Twitter endorsements will sway key decisionmakers.

6:10 AM Feb 26th from TwitterFox

not_that_guy
Tim Schneider

@carlmalamud I heartily endorse Carl Malamud to be named Public Printer of the United States http://yeswescan.org/

7:40 AM Feb 26th from web

moneyries
Brian Ries

@carlmalamud yes we scan!!!
http://tinyurl.com/b2halv

8:09 AM Feb 26th from web

s_francoeur
Stephen Francoeur
RT @MikeWash: RT @USGPO
Authenticated electronic version of Obama's budget now available at GPO --
http://tinyurl.com/dyk3l2

yes we scan. carl malamud for Public Printer of the United States.
http://yeswescan.org/

www.YesWeScan.org
Looking at: Yes We Scan!
http://yeswescan.org/
9:13 AM Feb 26th from foxytunes

kosmar
Markus Angermeier

Carl Malamud wants to be the Public Printer of the United States
http://yeswescan.org/
9:16 AM Feb 26th from TweetDeck

kodakCB
Kodak Chief Blogger

Endorsing! @carlmalamud for Public Printer and his vision to open source the US Operating System.
http://yeswescan.org!
9:19 AM Feb 26th from tuahir

latriippi
Laura Trippi
Yes We Scan: Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the US http://ff.im/1eu7V

9:38 AM Feb 26th from FriendFeed

GoodBrain
Erik

I'm proud to endorse @carlmalamud for Public Printer of the United States http://yeswescan.org/

9:46 AM Feb 26th from web

jonathanpberger

Heh. WIRED. Rogue archivist campaigning to print for The Man. http://tinyurl.com/d8xu54 Yes We Scan!

11:00 AM Feb 26th from Spaz

Carl Malamud
More @carlmalamud mania in WIRED "Rogue archivist campaigning to print for The Man" http://tinyurl.com/d8xu54Su... Carl http://is.gd/lopg

11:11 AM Feb 26th from twhirl

smalljones
Paul Jones

11:31 AM Feb 26th from web

ThreatLevel Rogue Archivist Campaigns to Be Obama's Printer: For more than a decade, Carl Malamud of .. http://tinyurl.com/dzlwog

11:24 AM Feb 26th from twitterfeed

feed37

11:31 AM Feb 26th from web

endorsing @carlmalamud for Public Printer of the U.S. (http://yeswescan.org).
Wired on "rogue archivist" @carlmalamud's campaign to head the GPO. http://bit.ly/WQnWQ

11:38 AM Feb 26th from web

mkapor
Mitch Kapor

RT @mkapor: Wired on "rogue archivist" @carlmalamud's campaign to head the GPO. http://bit.ly/WQnWQ > Carl is a hero and very punny

11:44 AM Feb 26th from TweetDeck

kmcurry
Kevin Curry

I really love this letter from Thomas Jefferson. http://tinyurl.com/8b8yvl

12:01 PM Feb 26th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud
@carlmalamud You've got my "vote" for the Bruce Schneier proposal alone.

12:07 PM Feb 26th from web in reply to carlmalamud

Radlein
Ray Radlein

For anyone who's technically inclined (all of you), I say Obama hire's this guy for Public Printer of the US:
http://yeswescan.org/

12:27 PM Feb 26th from twitterrific

:o: senorinfinito

I strongly endorse @carlmalamud for Public Printer of the United States.
http://is.gd/l0Qt

12:30 PM Feb 26th from web

zavislak
Mark Zavislak
feeling the open access to govt info vibe; carl malamud of public resource wants to be the public printer of the U.S. http://yeswescan.org/

RT @carlmalamud: Heh. WIRED. Rogue archivist campaigning to print for The Man. http://tinyurl.com/d8xu54 Yes We Scan!

i support Carl Malamud (@carlmalamud) for the position of Public Printer of the United States - http://yeswescan.org/
@carlmalamud yes we scan!

richandcreamy

@carlmalamud yes we scan!

richandcreamy

My former CAP colleague Nico Pitney, now @HuffPo, has kindly translated YesWeScan into blogese. http://tinyurl.com/cl85vf Comments enabled!

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

RT @wired [Top Stories]: Rogue Archivist Campaigns to Be Obama's Printer. @CarlMalamud

atul
Atul Arora
Graphics from an 1881 history of the GPO. http://tinyurl.com/bdu8s2 Before using ACME Automatic and Foot Clamping Cutter plz RTFM.


O'Reilly 2008: Carl Malamud Speaks Volumes about Public Access to California Codes http://twurl.cc/itl
NYT, 1921. Public Printer hunts down home brew at GPO. 
http://tinyurl.com/ajcl5p Bookies using official telegraph line to place bets.

Carl Malamud: Yes We Scan: Why I Want To Lead The Government Printing Office: 
The Government Printing Office p.. 
http://tinyurl.com/cl85vf

Carl Malamud for Public Printer! 
http://yeswescan.org/

Carl Malamud for Public Printer!
the Huffingtonpost Carl Malamud: Yes We Scan: Why I Want To Lead The Government Printing Office.
http://tinyurl.com/cl85vf
3:45 PM Feb 26th from twitterfeed

http://tinyurl.com/cl85vf
3:48 PM Feb 26th from twitterfeed

@carlmalamud I'm in.
http://yeswescan.org/
3:48 PM Feb 26th from web

@carlmalamud I'm in.
http://yeswescan.org/
3:48 PM Feb 26th from web

@carlmalamud I'm in.
http://yeswescan.org/
3:48 PM Feb 26th from web

@carlmalamud I'm in.
http://yeswescan.org/
3:48 PM Feb 26th from web

@carlmalamud I'm in.
http://yeswescan.org/
3:48 PM Feb 26th from web
Carl Malamud wants to lead the Government Printing Office and we should support him in getting that position http://bit.ly/12PTBF

3:35 PM Feb 26th from web

Robert_Banghart

@carlmalamud for Public Printer of the United States! http://yeswescan.org/

4:00 PM Feb 26th from TwitterFox

Iwaltzer
Luke Waltzer

@carlmalamud
http://www.aspendew.com/?p=215 :)

4:07 PM Feb 26th from EventBox in reply to carlmalamud

AspenDew
Carol Dew
Geek fighting "The Man" from the inside. "Yes we scan" - http://tinyurl.com/d8xu54

WebMasterMan

I like this SMU Factoid on the FDLP. http://tinyurl.com/cemzn3 Takeaway: the governing legislation is from 1962. Must modernize.

Carl Malamud: Yes We Scan: Why I Want To Lead The Government Printing Office: When FDR was elected president, Au.. http://tinyurl.com/cgbcsd

mg_politics
@EllnMllr An interview with Malamud: http://tinyurl.com/cyl25j

5:15 PM Feb 26th from TwitterFox in reply to EllnMllr

kurt_cagle
Kurt Cagle

@carlmalamud I endorse Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the United States in the Government Printing Office!

5:47 PM Feb 26th from web in reply to carlmalamud

acmaki
Anthony Maki

Carl Malamud wants to be the nations Chief Printer: http://tinyurl.com/d8xu54

6:53 PM Feb 26th from web

VogeleLaw
carl malamud for public printer of the united states!  
http://yeswescan.org/  (via wired  
http://is.gd/l3k7)

8:27 PM Feb 26th from web in reply to carlmalamud

@carlmalamud Carl Malamud for Public Printer!! Everyone needs to get behind this guy.  
http://yeswescan.org/

I'm all for it! What do you think about publishing public documents at .gov?  http://yeswescan.org/

wired on @carlmalamud Rogue Archivist Campaigns to Be Obama's Printer http://is.gd/l3k7
Carl Malamud is the man: http://tinyurl.com/d8xu54


plays on Yes We Can have jumped the shark. Yes We Scan the theme for campaign to be "Public Printer of the United States" http://is.gd/l3k7

Yes we scan! http://tinyurl.com/d8xu54
7:33 AM Feb 27th from web

@PrestoVivace RT: FINALLY! Carl Malamud gets some "high-Viz"! Yes he can! He can scan! Carl Malamud of public.resource.org
3 minutes ago from web in reply to PrestoVivace

23 minutes ago from web

mattcutts
Matt Cutts
12 minutes ago from TweetDeck

Lazyweb: Please create "carl malamud has a posse" schwag to buy & support @carlmalamud's campaign. kthnx
8:48 AM Feb 27th from web
RT @carlmalamud: 1921 NYT article on GPO. Expenses were $11,111,111 (seriously!), used 50 million pounds of paper. http://tinyurl.com/buqevc

about 1 hour ago from TweetDeck

eWords
Nathan Halverson

I endorse @carlmalamud for the office of Public Printer of the United States:
http://yeswescan.org/

about 1 hour ago from twhirl in reply to carlmalamud

cayblood
Carl Youngblood

Carl Malamud for Public Printer!
http://tinyurl.com/d8ywhl

11:27 AM Feb 27th from twitterfeed

ANIMALNewyork
ANIMAL
@carlmalamud We're behind ya Carl: http://tiny.cc/s1M7j
11:29 AM Feb 27th from web

From C-NET Tech activist launches campaign to head Govt. Printing Office: Web archivist Carl Malamud i..
http://tinyurl.com/csoyut
12:31 PM Feb 27th from twitterfeed

WIRED: Joe the Senator weighs in on court records. http://tinyurl.com/csjsne
12:01 PM Feb 27th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud
CNETnews: Tech activist launches campaign to head Govt. Printing Office: Web archivist Carl Malamud is hoping his self-pro...
http://tinyurl.com/csoyut

12:33 PM Feb 27th from twitterfeed

GaryTheGeek

Tech activist launches campaign to head Govt. Printing Office: Web archivist Carl Malamud is hoping his self-pro...
http://tinyurl.com/csoyut

12:33 PM Feb 27th from twitterfeed

TechRSS

RT @emilychang Yes We Scan Toast
http://tinyurl.com/al3w6k

12:40 PM Feb 27th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud
CNET NEWS - Tech activist launches campaign to head Govt. Printing Office: Web archivist Carl Malamud.
http://tinyurl.com/csoyut

12:49 PM Feb 27th from twitterfeed

NewsOnTwitter
News & Info

@jmallabo234 first it was the ben and jerry's ice cream flavor "Yes Pecan" and now a printer with a slogan "Yes We Scan" when will it end?
12:54 PM Feb 27th from twhirl in reply to jmallabo234

ericac
Erica Carnevale

YesWeScan!
http://www.twitter.com/carl...
http://yeswescan.org/
12:59 PM Feb 27th from web

TVRaman
Now, let's push for YesWeScan --- it's a huge step in the right direction toward making our information accessible to all! http://yeswescan.org/

RT @carlmalamud: WIRED: Joe the Senator weighs in on court records. http://tinyurl.com/csjsne

Yes We Scan: Carl Malamud launches campaign to head Govt Printing Office. Plan includes starting U.S. Publishing Academy http://bit.ly/gOfuk
CNET: Tech activist campaigning to head GPO: Web archivist Carl Malamud is hoping his self-promotion will c..
http://tinyurl.com/csoyut

1:10 PM Feb 27th from twitterfeed

junlabao
Jun Labao

RT @justia: @carlmalamud @VBalasubramani - Lieberman seeks info on Fed Courts PACER access & privacy
http://tinyurl.com/cvkcop

1:18 PM Feb 27th from TweetDeck

NickMoline
Nicholas Moline

Malamud for Printer in Chief!
http://yeswescan.org/

1:32 PM Feb 27th from web

oty
Tyler Ortman
Tech activist campaigning to head GPO: Web archivist Carl Malamud is hoping his self-promotion will convince Pre..
http://tinyurl.com/csoyut

1:41 PM Feb 27th from twitterfeed

bigkumadog
Karl Deitch

Joe Lieberman picks up on Carl Malamud's rants about Fed Courts' lousy PACER system http://tinyurl.com/cvkcop

1:52 PM Feb 27th from TwitterFox

davidcurle
David Curle

Yes We Scan' http://tinyurl.com/c38a2p
#feedly

2:20 PM Feb 27th from feedly

lilyhill
Ro (Lilyhill)
RT @lilyhill: 'Yes We Scan'
http://tinyurl.com/c38a2p #feedly Gotta give him points for persistence!
2:25 PM Feb 27th from TweetDeck

diy_pam
Pamela S Wynn

Web Activist Carl Malamud Seeks To Be Government Information Czar
http://tinyurl.com/cupvfb
2:37 PM Feb 27th from twitterfeed

techpulse360

Yes We Scan, Carl Malamud for Government Printing Office!
http://yeswescan.org/
2:41 PM Feb 27th from HelloTxt

Sarterus
Brian Rowe
@lilyhill re: "Yes We Scan" - this is the kind of thing that made me follow you in the first place. You find the best reads! :) 
3:19 PM Feb 27th from web in reply to lilyhill

BellTinkR

CNET coverage of 2 stops on today's front-port YesWeScan campaign: 
http://tinyurl.com/apxcve and 
http://tinyurl.com/cw27ta 
3:34 PM Feb 27th from Spaz

carlmalamud 
Carl Malamud

More than 268 tweets certified as on topic and supportive for YesWeScan. No chads in this race, here is raw feed. 
http://tinyurl.com/d6l2zx 
3:38 PM Feb 27th from Spaz

carlmalamud 
Carl Malamud
carl malamud for the government printing office! - http://yeswescan.org/

Malamud's campaign for Public Printer picks up Lessig's support  
http://yeswescan.org/ http://lessig.org/

Malamud for Printer in Chief. 
http://yeswescan.org/ God that would be an awesome title.
@vanderwal That's why we need @carlmalamud as the Public Printer of the USA See Http://yeswescan.org

4:44 AM Feb 28th from twhirl in reply to vanderwal

smalljones
Paul Jones

"Yes We Scan" – the committee to reboot .gov by archivist extraordinaire Carl Malamud, including @lessig & @doctorow http://yeswescan.org/

5:52 AM Feb 28th from TweetDeck

brainpicker
Maria Popova

would love to see Carl Malamud as Public Printer of the GPO http://yeswescan.org/
he's doing what they should have for years.

5:54 AM Feb 28th from twhirl

tenacubus
Tony Homrich
Thanks to Ted Lemon for creating a YesWeScan Facebook page!
http://tinyurl.com/dfb6ky
7:54 AM Feb 28th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

RT @carlmalamud Thanks to Ted Lemon for creating a YesWeScan Facebook page!
8:02 AM Feb 28th from web

DanielCornwall
Daniel Cornwall

RT @carlmalamud: Thanks to Ted Lemon for creating a YesWeScan Facebook page!
http://tinyurl.com/dfb6ky
8:16 AM Feb 28th from Spaz

webchickbot
looks like activism by @carlmalamud is having an impact w Senate inquiry into pacer http://bit.ly/GCZoV (from the virtual #tcamp09 :-)

8:31 AM Feb 28th from web

timoreilly
Tim O'Reilly

paraphr R/T from @timoreilly lieberman press release reads like an @carlmalamud precis http://bit.ly/Fm5pz

8:33 AM Feb 28th from twitterrific

JohnWonderlich
John Wonderlich

Rt @timoreilly looks like activism by @carlmalamud is having an impact w Senate inquiry into pacer http://is.gd/lekb

8:36 AM Feb 28th from Power Twitter

Franca
Franca
RT @timoreilly activism by @carlmalamud is having an impact with Senate inquiry into pacer http://bit.ly/GCZoV ( #tcamp09 )
http://is.gd/l0pg
about 1 hour ago from twirl

smalljones
Paul Jones

RT Great to see! @timoreilly: looks like activism by @carlmalamud is having an impact http://bit.ly/GCZoV (from the virtual #tcamp09 :-)
about 1 hour ago from TweetDeck

RayBeckerman

Ever worked for a .com that went bust? Remember _paying_ for PACER fees?
http://yeswescan.org/ =
http://bit.ly/GCZoV (via @smalljones)
about 1 hour ago from web

qthrul
Jay Cuthrell
Suspending campaign for 24 hrs to deal with the nation's transparency crisis. Monitoring #tcamp09 a full-time job. Sunlight really shining!

11:14 AM Feb 28th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

RT @carlmalamud Suspending campaign for 24 hrs to deal with the nation's transparency crisis. Monitoring #tcamp09 a full-time job. Sunlight

11:15 AM Feb 28th from twhirl

Silona

RT @imoreilly Looks like activism by @carlmalamud is having an impact w Senate inquiry into pacer
http://bit.ly/GCZoV (search #tcamp09)

11:16 AM Feb 28th from web

TomNocera
Tom Nocera
Carl Malamud in Monday's Washington Internet Daily; blogged about it at legalresearchplus.com

12:05 PM Feb 28th from web

plomio
Paul Lomio

Spreading the word of @carlmalamud at transparency camp in DC, Carl Malamud for public printer of us #tcamp09

12:25 PM Feb 28th from twitterrific

justgrimes
Justin Grimes

An honest government, a hopeful future. http://tinyurl.com/aajxrx My honorable co-chair, David Halperin, was his host. #tcamp09 YesWeScan!

1:08 PM Feb 28th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud
While Ben Franklin negotiated our peace treaty, he kept a press in the back, cast his own type. Passy Press even printed passports.

NYT, 1899. http://tinyurl.com/cue47v
Limit on number of bills printed imposed, butter men were using extra copies to wrap their product.

I endorse @carlmalamud for Public Printer of the US. See http://yeswescan.org Yes We Scan for more info. Please join me and retweet. Thanks!
Instead of going to #tcamp09 I wrote my endorsement of @carlmalamud
http://tr.im/gSVn
2:30 PM Feb 28th from twitterrific

Got myself a Facebook account so I could endorse myself. :)
http://tinyurl.com/dfb6ky
2:31 PM Feb 28th from Spaz

Good Q from Lieberman: Why are court docs behind a paid firewall @ #PACER? | @Wired: http://bit.ly/UvuHz | Is he listening to @CarlMalamud?
2:57 PM Feb 28th from Power Twitter
Estimate over 500 YesWeScan nods of approval. Half are tweets of endorsement, the rest email, blogs, comments, facebook. Thanks so much!

3:35 PM Feb 28th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

@digiphile The senator was indeed listening! http://tinyurl.com/cvkcop
Even gave us a nice shout-out in his letter.

3:38 PM Feb 28th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

Yes We Scan! http://yeswescan.org/

4:11 PM Feb 28th from twitterfeed

sparklinks


Alright! pRT @gwachob: @mkapor: Free PACER! Sen. Lieberman... Get court docs out from pay wall. Go @carlmalamud. http://bit.ly/10lgJV
Yes We Scan: Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the US http://ff.im/-1gTSj

4:43 PM Feb 28th from FriendFeed

JMaultasch


4:56 PM Feb 28th from EventVue
demochatter

DEMO Chatter

My PACER proposal: Increase filing fees by $10m nationwide. Reduce retrieval fees to $0m nationwide. Add toothful Chief Privacy Officer.

5:23 PM Feb 28th from Spaz
carlmalamud

Carl Malamud
To fully digitize http://FDLP.Gov/ give Archive.Org $6m to produce 60m 600dpi scans+OCR and go fully digital in <1 year. Offer rsync.

5:33 PM Feb 28th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

RT @carlmalamud: To fully digitize http://FDLP.Gov/ give Archive.Org $6m to produce 60m scans+OCR, go fully digital in >1 yr. Offer rsync

5:41 PM Feb 28th from twhirl

freegovinfo

Yes We Scan: http://yeswesan.org/

5:44 PM Feb 28th from web

acangiano
Antonio Cangiano
RT @acangiano: Yes We Scan: http://yeswescan.org/ #poltech
5:47 PM Feb 28th from web

mpesce
Mark Pesce

I really like this Laurie Anderson quote: "as the very first fair in the air, it was nowhere and everywhere"
http://tinyurl.com/db2sqz
6:20 PM Feb 28th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

RT @carlmalamud: To fully digitize http://FDLP.Gov/ give Archive.Org $6m and go fully digital in >1 year. #tcamp09 (virtual edition :-)
6:57 PM Feb 28th from twhirl

timoreilly
Tim O'Reilly
When was the last you saw someone trying to nominate themselves to be the head of the GPO? http://yeswescan.org/

RT @mpesce @acangiano Yes We Scan: http://yeswescan.org/ #poltech. (Will the Carl Malamud for Australia pls stand up!)

RT @carlmalamud PACER - Increase filing fees by $10m nationwide. Reduce retrieval fees to $0m nationwide. Add toothful Chief Privacy Officer
Yes we scan: reboot (US) govt. IT: http://yeswescan.org/
5:06 AM Mar 1st from web

RT @carlmalamud: PACER proposal: Increase filing fees by $10m. Reduce retrieval fees to $0m. Add toothful Chief Privacy Officer #tcamp09
5:26 AM Mar 1st from twhirl

RT @timoreilly: RT @carlmalamud: PACER proposal: Increase filing fees by $10m. Reduce retrieval fees to $0m
5:47 AM Mar 1st from TweetDeck

RT @timoreilly: RT @carlmalamud: PACER proposal: Increase filing fees by $10m. Reduce retrieval fees to $0m
5:47 AM Mar 1st from TweetDeck
attempting to start a viral campaign at transparency camp for @carlmalamud for public printer #tcamp09

7:12 AM Mar 1st from TweetDeck

justgrimes
Justin Grimes

At #tcamp09 @kvnc says that he could never have built littlesis.org without the work of @carlmalamud putting SEC data online in early 90s.

7:12 AM Mar 1st from twhirl

timoreilly
Tim O'Reilly

@timoreilly @kvnc Thanks for the props Kevin! http://littlesis.org is very cool! #YesWeScan #tcamp09

7:27 AM Mar 1st from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud
@gwynnek: Lack of sunlight breeds corruption, inequality. Transparency may/may not save lives, but does create justice, democracy. #tcamp09

DC lawyer tells me I won't get GPO job, views on IP too radical. .gov has no IP, supposed to serve people, not profits. #tcamp09 YesWeScan!

@carlmalamud keep up the great work! lookin forward to the court records
Endorsed Carl Malamud for Public Printer http://bit.ly/jHkXq
3 minutes ago from TweetDeck

davidpgold
David Gold

Exciting YesWeScan news. Tchotchkes and posters available from the artist! http://www.webchick.org/yes... Free PDF for makers, natch.
10:20 AM Mar 1st from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

Jefferson to Madison, 1786. Notes invention of "a mixture of the arts of engraving & printing." http://tinyurl.com/dmul48 Hot metal type!
11:20 AM Mar 1st from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud
Nice history of typesetting. http://tinyurl.com/beqagl GPO was at the forefront of linotype, photocomposition and CRT revolutions.

@joecarmel: ah yes ... am *deep* into the Microcomp stuff. Been playing with reformatting the CFR. Sample XML: http://tinyurl.com/cda84j

posted on whiteboard at #tcamp09 "Carl Malamud YesWeScan.org" lots of @carlmalamud fans here!
Ben Franklin was so efficient as postmaster from 1758-62, he sent the British treasury sum of £1438 9d. First ever postal profit.

Franklin, as postmaster general, was able to "frank" mail. In 1775, he changed his frank from "Free, B. Franklin" to "B Free, Franklin."

Definitive history of postal service is Crying of Lot 49
http://tinyurl.com/2g6tzy Note similarity of logo in http://tinyurl.com/cucxa2

5:37 PM Mar 1st from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

supports open access to government and usage of new media. Carl is the best choice to lead the GPO. See
http://yeswescan.org/ @carlmalamud

4:56 PM Mar 1st from web
dtuuri

"You should try to follow the golden rule, but sometimes you have to kick that mule." Bingo Long & the All Stars.
http://tinyurl.com/2lmcah

5:37 PM Mar 1st from Spaz
carlmalamud
Carl Malamud
@carlmalamud: from the 1st two sentences of the letter it would seem Thomas Jefferson also invented sequence numbers and NAKs!

5:58 PM Mar 1st from web in reply to carlmalamud

@carlmalamud: from the 1st two sentences of the letter it would seem Thomas Jefferson also invented sequence numbers and NAKs!

5:58 PM Mar 1st from web in reply to carlmalamud

martyvis
Martin Visser

Just joined "Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the United States" Facebook group. You should too:
http://bit.ly/6xOom

7:03 AM Mar 2nd from TweetDeck

CyberPlayGround favorite public access activist Carl Malamud Our Hero!
http://tinyurl.com/36s2p8

3:36 AM Mar 2nd from web

CyberPlayGround
Edu-CyberPlayGround

kmcurry
Kevin Curry
President Obama, Appoint Carl Malamud!: Carl Malamud is a badass. If you are a techie or a transparency geek, yo.. http://tinyurl.com/cpjjxn

Too funny -- RT @carlmalamud Heading down to google.com to lay offering at the shrine of the Larry, the Serge, the Holy Schmidt.

RT: @carlmalamud: LII and @trbruce, the original free law people, have nice new blog. http://tinyurl.com/b29ban
@borja_ramirez lo que nos recomiendas es del Carl Malamud @alorza recuerdas que te hablé de él? El Robin Hood de la apertura de datos.

Carl Malamud is a badass.
http://tinyurl.com/cpjixn

Un rebelde online pone en Internet gratis Jurisprudencia valorada en millones: Carl Malamud continua su cruzada ..
@Altair77 @vdglenn @kjclark
@MSUBecca On the contrary, I've found Malamud to be open, collaborative and very respectful of libs & GPO staff.

12:38 PM Mar 2nd from TweetDeck

freegovinfo

[EFF] Yes We Scan: Carl Malamud for Public Printer http://snipurl.com/cyv1d

2:24 PM Mar 2nd from twitterfeed

0_0 bblboy54_rss
Bob K Mertz (RSS)

GoogReader: President Obama, Appoint Carl Malamud! | Mother Jones: Shared by Renee "Remember when t..

http://tinyurl.com/ddrkh8

2:26 PM Mar 2nd from twitterfeed

paix120_feeds
Renee
Cool, @carlmalamud is working to reboot .gov <http://yeswescan.org/>
2:32 PM Mar 2nd from web

stpeter
Peter Saint-Andre

2:40 PM Mar 2nd from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

(From boalt.org @ my alma matter) RT @carlmalamud: 5 reasons PACER is broken. http://tinyurl.com/7vloyk (pdf file)
2:42 PM Mar 2nd from TweetDeck

gwachob
Gabe Wachob
Thank you for tweeting with me today. Yes We Scan! God bless the public domain. Let's here it for the EFF! http://tinyurl.com/an6l6x

RT @carlmalamud Ben Franklin so efficient as postmaster 1758-62, he sent the British treasury sum of £1438 9d. 1st-ever postal profit.

EFF on Yes We Scan. Carl Malamud for Public Printer! [link]

EFF endorses Malamud for GPO [link] Yes We Scan!!

Yes We Scan! [link]
Yes We Scan: Carl Malamud for Public Printer: It's hard to find many people who've worked as hard to create an o..
http://tinyurl.com/an6l6x

@dave3579

Made Air America, Mother Jones, EFF all in one day. Federalist Society and CATO Inst. previously asked me to speak, these issues bipartisan.

@carlmalamud how can I help support your campaign?

@ashanan Avner Shanan
@ashanan: Thanks for asking! You can tweet or blog your support, or send me mail to carl@media.org. http://YesWeScan.Org/

4:22 PM Mar 2nd from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

RT @swissmiss: Complete Vandercook Fine Letterpress Shop For Sale. Buy It Now US $7,199.00! http://tinyurl.com/awnsfm What a printer!

4:46 PM Mar 2nd from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

RT @marcia_hofmann EFF on Yes We Scan. Carl Malamud for Public Printer! http://bit.ly/SbKM

4:55 PM Mar 2nd from web

PlantTrees
Support @carlmalamud for Public Printer, and support his commitment to open government. Yes We Scan!

5:22 PM Mar 2nd from TwitterFox

jman077
Jay Winkler


5:37 PM Mar 2nd from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

The AO of the courts should appoint a Chief Privacy Office, set up a system to update/replace docs when problems found.

5:38 PM Mar 2nd from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud
Inspired by @jroo @welldressed @cjoh to make http://williebird.com/ burritos. ¿Si se escanemos? ¡¡SI SE ESCANEMOS!!

5:59 PM Mar 2nd from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

My first real job was as a campaign manager in 1976. 

7:54 PM Mar 2nd from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

Yes We Scan: Carl Malamud for Public Printer - http://tinyurl.com/an6l6x

3:47 AM Mar 3rd from RSS to Twitter

privacynews
Privacyrisy
I read 100 yr old NYT articles on the Office of the Public Printer last yr. Now, @eff is endorsing @carlmalamud http://tinyurl.com/an6l6x

http://yeswescan.org - Read about how @carlmalamud wants to change the office of the Public Printer. I'm on board -- go Carl!

supports Carl Malamud for printer of the USA. Great ideas, transparency, and dude gets things done! Check it--> http://yeswescan.org/
EFF.org endorses Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the U.S. (head of GPO): http://tinyurl.com/an6l6x

7:17 AM Mar 3rd from TwitterFox

calimae
Cindy

I endorse Carl Malamud @carlmalamud for the position of public printer of the GPO.

7:25 AM Mar 3rd from web

jdashton
Daniel Ashton

In case you missed it, my endorsement of @carlmalamud http://tr.im/gSVn #yeswescan

7:39 AM Mar 3rd from tr.im

jedsundwall
Jed Sundwall

8:04 AM Mar 3rd from Spaz

Carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

---

Yes We Scan: Carl Malamud for Public Printer - [http://tinyurl.com/an6l6x](http://tinyurl.com/an6l6x)

8:42 AM Mar 3rd from RSS to Twitter

Privacynews
Privacyrisy

---

@johnlsheridan Have you seen this: [http://yeswescan.org/](http://yeswescan.org/)

9:14 AM Mar 3rd from web

JeniT
Jeni Tennison
For vetting, I have made available most papers I’ve published 1976-2008.  
http://public.resource.org/...  
Rudimentary interface, in beta

Also available are my 8 books via google 
http://tinyurl.com/cu3wlw and a large scribd repository 
http://tinyurl.com/alxm2b YesWeScan!

@carlmalamud Exploring the Internet: A Technical Travelogue is one of my favorite books. The Internet was so 'small' back then.

@Cowmix Yes, the net was definitely a lot smaller! Exploring the Internet is available on-line at http://museum.media.org/eti/
Several people have asked about signed prints and other campaign tchotchkes. Available from the artist at http://tinyurl.com/dmwo9u

Angry words re the GPO $51m "refund" to State. Article http://tinyurl.com/dfreys Protest: http://tinyurl.com/alfsxo Condi apparently peeved.

SUPPORT CARL MALAMUD FOR PUBLIC PRINTER OF THE UNITED STATES! http://yeswescan.org
15,003 GPO books on Amazon. [http://tinyurl.com/cwk9wp](http://tinyurl.com/cwk9wp) I'd make PDFs available for all GPO books so all (including Amazon) could repackage.

12:51 PM Mar 3rd from Spaz

@carlmalamud: 15,003 GPO books on Amazon. [http://tinyurl.com/cwk9wp](http://tinyurl.com/cwk9wp) I'd make PDFs of all available so all (including Amazon) could repackage.

1:04 PM Mar 3rd from TweetDeck

New York has introduced an Open Source Tax Credit bill. [http://tinyurl.com/casflc](http://tinyurl.com/casflc) Based on work we did at CAP. [http://tinyurl.com/atv6rr](http://tinyurl.com/atv6rr)

1:15 PM Mar 3rd from Spaz
Thanks much to State Assemblyman Bing and his aide Benjamin Kallos for doing the work on the Open Source Tax Credit!

Support @carlmalamud for Public Printer of the United States:
http://yeswescan.org

158 in the YesWeScan Facebook group!
http://tinyurl.com/dfb6ky Learning all about Facebook for 1st time. This thing might catch on!
@carlmalamud Is this 2009? Armed couriers to deliver checks from one branch of gov't to another?

@onecle: "Armed couriers to deliver checks?" Wasn't there, but apparently Condi didn't see EFT as sufficient, wanted to make a point.

GPO one of 19+ police forces in DC http://tinyurl.com/d3q8yf Hoping that includes jurisdiction over design crimes like Comic Sans in .gov.
Pete Veeck, the Pete Seeger of my world, has just endorsed YesWeScan. I am truly honored. Pete wrote history: 
http://tinyurl.com/cgdpma

Am no longer a muggle, joined IPv6 over social network. 
http://tinyurl.com/cwxnv They run ipv6 router app over facebook, ultimate overlay.

RT @carlmalamud GPO 1 of DC police forces http://tinyurl.com/d3q8yf Hoping includes jurisdiction over design crimes like Comic Sans in .gov.
just joined the "Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the United States" Facebook group. Yes we Scan!

5:16 PM Mar 3rd from web

joyreneee
Joy Fulton


6:18 PM Mar 3rd from TweetDeck

bnmeeks
Brock N. Meeks

Yes We Scan: Carl Malamud for Public Printer | Privacy Digest (Privacy Digest - News that can impact your privacy.)

http://tinyurl.com/b3thx6

6:50 PM Mar 3rd from twitterfeed

c_mason
Corey Mason
RT @SusanMunro Tim O'Reilly notes NYT piece about Carl Malamud's work putting the law online: http://bit.ly/zFEgv;

SmallFirm

Please re-tweet: I endorse Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the United States (http://yeswescan.org/)

Yes, we scan: http://yeswescan.org/

abrelatas
felipe ZEMOS98
RT @abrelatas: Yes, we scan: http://yeswescan.org/
3:41 AM Mar 4th from web

pacogonzalez
paco gonzalez

Yes We Scan http://www.zabaldu.com/5899...
3:41 AM Mar 4th from web

zabaldu
Zabalu.com
Heh: 'hoping that Gov Printing Office police [yes, really] have jurisdiction over design crimes like Comic Sans in .gov' - @carlmalamud

6:02 AM Mar 4th from TweetDeck

biddle
Brad Biddle

In 1991, I proposed an important extension to the basic networking reference model.
http://tinyurl.com/c2ylm8 Money, Politics, Religion

9:49 AM Mar 4th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

Spoke to Admin. Asst. to the Admin. Asst. to Chief Judge of DC. Pleading in proper form, answer expected in week.
http://tinyurl.com/d7fd9j

11:14 AM Mar 4th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud
Published update 07 to Cal Code of Regs.
http://tinyurl.com/afpdlo ca.gov should really do this. Hello @Dbowen would love to talk or help.

11:21 AM Mar 4th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

RT @carlmalamud: Published update 07 to Cal Code of Regs.
http://tinyurl.com/afpdlo ca.gov should really do this.

12:06 PM Mar 4th from TweetDeck

eWords
Nathan Halverson

I wish there were an Italian
@carlmalamud
http://tinyurl.com/an6l6x

12:11 PM Mar 4th from tubirl

davidorban
David Orban
Today is the 148th anniversary of Abe Lincoln’s inauguration. It is also the 148th birthday of the GPO. Happy birthday, GPO!

1:35 PM Mar 4th from Spaz

RT: @carlmalamud Well, I’ll be hornswoggled. http://tinyurl.com/dhmtkt YesWeScan makes the NY Times. (The Lede no less!) Thank you for your support!

2:36 PM Mar 4th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

RT: @carlmalamud Well, I’ll be hornswoggled. http://tinyurl.com/dhmtkt YesWeScan makes the NY Times. (The Lede no less!) Thank you [...]!

2:40 PM Mar 4th from web
tmauf
Please rt: I endorse Carl Malamud (aka @carlmalamud) for Public Printer of the United States. http://yeswescan.org/

2:44 PM Mar 4th from TweetDeck

Mindworm
Marty Cortinas

Me too! RT @Mindworm: Please rt: I endorse Carl Malamud (aka @carlmalamud) for Public Printer of the United States. http://yeswescan.org/

2:55 PM Mar 4th from twhirl

alexismadrigal
this is my endorsement of @carlmalamud for head of the GPO:
http://yeswescan.org/

3:25 PM Mar 4th from twitterrific

christopherbdnk

Carl Malamud Attempting to open-source the nation’s operating system.
YesWeScan.org http://zi.ma/3470e8 #Moxie
4:11 PM Mar 4th from web

sanjeevn
sanjeev nair

http://tinyurl.com/dhmtkt - Carl Malamud (@carlmalamud) "renegade archivist" for head of the GPO
http://yeswescan.org/
4:30 PM Mar 4th from twitterrific

dhscils598s09
Daniel Hooker
Have touched 6 of the 13 DNS root nameservers. http://tinyurl.com/d79an4
Hands-on publishing experience a must. Used to chair http://isc.org

Retweeting @carlmalamud: 
http://tinyurl.com/dhmtkt YesWeScan makes the NY Times. (The Lede no less!) Thank you for your support!

Gus Malamud wants to be America's second-nerdiest bureaucrat: 
http://yeswescan.org/
@carlmalamud I can set cold type from a California job case. Call me if you need me!

4:58 PM Mar 4th from web

DavidStephenson
W. David Stephenson

@carlmalamud You already have my vote, if only the DNS servers could vote ... or any of the rest of us, for that matter. http://tr.im/h1PC

4:58 PM Mar 4th from TweetDeck in reply to carlmalamud

josholalia
joshua s. fouts

@carlmalamud: "Can set type from a California job case. Call me!" Didn't Warren Harding use a California job case? ;)

5:25 PM Mar 4th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud
@josholalia: "if only the DNS servers could vote, or any of the rest of us" We all serve at the will of the [s]electorate. But if honored ..

@carlmalamud while I was in grad school at Syracuse, set Goudy's personal Goudy fonts! Quite cool. I'm genuine antediluvian

The @NYTimes blog about @carlmalamud's quest to remake the Government Printing Office: http://bit.ly/1oDU1 Big win for govt transparency!
RT @timoreilly: The @NYTimes blog about @carlmalamud's quest to remake the GPO: http://bit.ly/1oDU1 Big win for govt transparency!

5:44 PM Mar 4th from TweetDeck

Ellen Miller

Cool Web site: http://yeswescan.org/

5:50 PM Mar 4th from twhirl

Amy Brown

[Blog] Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the U.S.: I can't think of anyone more qualified in the Digital..

http://tinyurl.com/bvvatz

5:51 PM Mar 4th from twitterfeed

Jack Lail

5:56 PM Mar 4th from Tweetie

mr_atheist

RT @timoreilly: @carlmalamud's quest to remake the Government Printing Office: http://bit.ly/1oDU1 Big win for govt transparency!

5:57 PM Mar 4th from TweetDeck

Danover

Supporting Carl Malamud as Public Printer of the United States. http://bit.ly/JBAI5 This is a good vision for what the GPO can do.

5:59 PM Mar 4th from TweetDeck

windley
Phil Windley
Carl Malamud (@carlmalamud) is running for Public Printer. Now *that* would be change you can believe in: http://ginx.com/-eLmeQ

6:06 PM Mar 4th from Ginx

pierre
Pierre Omidyar

RT @timoreilly: @NYTimes blog about @carlmalamud's quest to remake Gov't Printing Office: http://bit.ly/1oDU1 Big win for govt transparency!

6:17 PM Mar 4th from twhirl

andrewsavikas
Andrew Savikas

Joined Carl Malamud should head the GPO group on Facebook. Terrific idea.

6:35 PM Mar 4th from web

bibliobess
Bess Reynolds
Wow! Big news day. Congressman Honda comes through on bulk data. Tim O'Reilly reports from Capitol Hill. [http://tinyurl.com/ae3n2e](http://tinyurl.com/ae3n2e)

---


---

@carlmalamud Congrats Carl, you're work is making a difference

---

[@carlmalamud](https://twitter.com/carlmalamud) Congrats Carl, you're work is making a difference
support http://yeswescan.org/
6:50 PM Mar 4th from web

dougemery

RT @pierre: Carl Malamud (@carlmalamud) is running for Public Printer. Now *that* would be change you can believe in: http://ginx.com/-eLmeQ
6:55 PM Mar 4th from twhirl
dhassell
David Hassell

Big win! via @carlmalamud: bulk data downloads & no-charge digital access to legislative dbs http://tinyurl.com/ae3n2e
6:56 PM Mar 4th from TweetDeck

petteskomoroch
Peter Skomoroch
"Carl Malamud: Wow! This is huge." http://bit.ly/nla2w - open government might take a huge leap forward.

RT @carlmalamud: Wow! way to go @JohnWonderlich ! Congressman Honda comes through on bulk data. http://tinyurl.com/ae3n2e

@cachedout wtf = installing a cloud? == ship 4 racks, 1 petabyte, add oc48x2, put clueful people in place to help people use and maintain.

7:37 PM Mar 4th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

New planet post: Cristobal Palmer: Carl Malamud for Public Printer: Inspired by this article vi.. http://tinyurl.com/dhv2s7

7:57 PM Mar 4th from twitterfeed

planettrilug

Yay transparency! My new hero for the moment: http://yeswescan.org/

7:58 PM Mar 4th from web

nirajc
Niraj Chokshi
RT @peteskomoroch: Big win! via @carlmalamud: bulk data downloads & no-charge digital access to legislative dbs http://tinyurl.com/ae3n2e

8:20 PM Mar 4th from TweetDeck

mndoci
Deepak

See @NYTimes http://tinyurl.com/dhmtkt re: @carlmalamud's efforts to remake GPO & promote federal govt transparency! http://yeswecan.org

8:21 PM Mar 4th from web

suzik
Suzi Kaplan

Yes We Scan - http://yeswecan.org/ - we need to reboot .GOV.

8:23 PM Mar 4th from web

johnathang
Johnathan Grant
RT @nickdjones: "Carl Malamud: Wow! This is huge." http://bit.ly/nla2w - open government might take a huge leap forward..

You2Gov
Alan W. Silberberg

Yes We Scan! @carlmalamud's statement is brilliant. He's going to rock the GPO. http://YesWeScan.org

ignatiushsu
Ignatius Hsu

Yes We Scan http://bit.ly/ptADK

RSS_Buzztracker
RT @timoreilly: The @NYTimes blog about @carlmalamud's quest to remake the GPO: http://bit.ly/1oDU1 Big win for govt transparency!

10:32 PM Mar 4th from TweetDeck

@carlmalamud Here's my endorsement for you for the role of Public Printer. Please let me know how else I can help support you.

5:11 AM Mar 5th from web

http://yeswescan.org/ - endorsed by o'reilly, cory doctorow, lessig, etc

5:52 AM Mar 5th from Gwibber

@jsomara Jordan O'Mara
I am endorsing Carl Malamud for Public Printer. You should, too.
http://twurl.cc/k12

At http://yeswescan.org/ Carl Malamud beautifully articulates what the Government Printing Office should be, and why he should lead it.

"Wow. This is huge" says @carlmalamud. Bulk data downloads sand why they are important from @timoreilly.
http://bit.ly/nla2w
@carlmalamud In support: http://twitter.com/arkadyan...
7:02 AM Mar 5th from twitterrific

arkadyan
Matt Shanley

FYI: Carl Malamud is on twitter: @carlmalamud Yes we scan! Oh, and 11am twitter show&tell just got pushed back to 11:15. Thx 4 the hellos!
7:03 AM Mar 5th from web

sglassmeyer
Sarah Glassmeyer

My fellow tweeters: Cass Sunstein says OIRA most important non-elected .gov job. I say GPO is Number 2! Thank you for your support!
7:20 AM Mar 5th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud
http://tinyurl.com/cp3m5v Make evident to all the "handiness of electricity."
9:58 AM Mar 5th from Spaz

@sglassmeyer: Happy Birthday! 
http://tinyurl.com/a3o93h US Code would be high priority. Needs to be current at source, authenticated.
10:10 AM Mar 5th from Spaz

Have made offer to donate bulk.resource.org if they need seed corn to kickstart data.gov. Yes We Scan! (Go Vivek! Great appointment!)
10:12 AM Mar 5th from Spaz
Yeah! Open Source Tax Credit makes /.
http://tinyurl.com/785mss YesWeScan!

11:27 AM Mar 5th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

RT @carlmalamud: Yeah! Open Source Tax Credit makes /. 
http://tinyurl.com/785mss YesWeScan!

11:37 AM Mar 5th from TweetDeck

RayBeckerman

@sglassmeyer @sglassmeyer Or, just implement this 
http://tinyurl.com/cvkrw8 via 
@carlmalamud

11:38 AM Mar 5th from web in reply to sglassmeyer

robertheym
here is a 1998 WIRED piece on the "hacker tax credit" I originally proposed.
http://www.wired.com/politi...

I give credit for open source tax credit bill to @carlmalamud & @kallos
http://is.gd/IYLO

RT @carlmalamud: NY Bill Proposes Tax Credit for Open Source Developers
http://tinyurl.com/785mss YesWeScan!
Rogue transparency activist/archivist Carl Malamud is campaigning to go legit, as head of the US Govt Printing Office. http://is.gd/l3k7

RT @carlmalamud: Yeah! Open Source Tax Credit makes /. http://tinyurl.com/785mss YesWeScan!

Yes, there are some creative ideas for the GPO presented here http://yeswescan.org/
My desktop on 06/26/95
http://tinyurl.com/bjsbja Live video from UN 50th anniversary.
http://town.hall.org/radio/UN/

4:14 PM Mar 5th from Spaz

Maya Angelou "I wrote this piece for every human being on earth."
http://tinyurl.com/adf38h (audio) More:
http://tinyurl.com/aqrssb

4:20 PM Mar 5th from Spaz

6/12/95: "America and the world are embarking on a new era of achievement"
http://tinyurl.com/bcfegu (au) More:
http://tinyurl.com/aqrssb

4:39 PM Mar 5th from Spaz
RT @dfletcher: Yes, there are some creative ideas for the GPO presented here http://yeswescan.org/

5:04 PM Mar 5th from TweetDeck

EcoDevPro
Martha Weaver

just opened new t-shirt design - Yes We Scan! http://www.cafepress.com/ye...

7:05 PM Mar 5th from web

spiritweet
spiritweet.com

結局 the ONION は、Google からページされたのだろうか。RT @carlmalamud: Obama adopts YesWeScan as personal lifestyle choice. http://tinyurl.com/cvkrw8

8:03 PM Mar 5th from TweetDeck

toshitsubo
Toshi Tsubo
Just explained the incredible work that @carlmalamud is doing with #yeswescan & http://public.resource.org to a bunch of friends

10:06 PM Mar 5th from TweetDeck

jesserobbins
Jesse Robbins

watches @dbrunton put up his yes-we-scan printout on his cube wall

6:05 AM Mar 6th from twhirl

edsu
Ed Summers

: For a moment yesterday when I first saw the URL for yeswescan.org, I admit that I wondered, "Just who the heck is Wes?"

6:17 AM Mar 6th from Identica

mijiarlo
Michael J. Giarlo
RT @mjgiarlo: For a moment yesterday when I first saw the URL for yeswescan.org, I admit that I wondered, "Just who the heck is Wes?"

@shultquist you are very welcome -- help spread the word about Yes We Scan!

Yes We Scan! Carl Malamud for head of the Government Printing Office - http://is.gd/loQ
Check out Yes We Scan: @CarlMalamud for Public Printer: Reboot .gov
http://yeswescan.org/

@carlmalamud, just blogged your awesome campaign: http://tinyurl.com/apz454. You have Wordie's support!

1993. Scratching our heads about monetization. http://tinyurl.com/cpphb8 @dalepd @timoreilly got it right with gnn.com but tpc.int was fun.
I'm into this. Are you? Let him scan! http://yeswescan.org/ (via @wordie)

@carlmalamud love your campaign for the office of Public Printer of the United States

RT @sarahlane: I'm into this. Are you? Let him scan! http://yeswescan.org/ (via @wordie)
FDLP is how .gov distributes govdocs to 1,250 libraries. http://fdlp.gov/ Based on 1964 law, need to revise to better support libraries.

10:06 AM Mar 6th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

1993, worked with NSF to launch Global Schoolhouse http://tinyurl.com/blg7fs First PC-based webcasting. GPO should publish more for kids.

10:09 AM Mar 6th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

RT @USGPO: An API for Federal Legislation? GPO's FDsys may be called up here. http://tinyurl.com/cpp7ys (Yes! GPO tweets about APIs!)

10:48 AM Mar 6th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud
Whatever is now delineated by Copper Plate and Letter-Printing can scarcely (from the Multitude of Copies) be lost to Posterity. Ben, 1755.

As yet, the Quantity of Human Knowledge bears no Proportion to the Quantity of Human Ignorance. The full letter: http://tinyurl.com/c976o8

RT @carlmalamud: RT @USGPO: An API for Federal Legislation? GPO's FDsys may be called up here. http://tinyurl.com/cpp7ys
If you have any doubts about how dangerous the passport is to Americans, please watch this video.
http://tinyurl.com/apcpaz YesWeScan.

@carlmalamud If you have any doubts about how dangerous the passport is to Americans, please watch this video.
http://tinyurl.com/apcpaz

@carlmalamud I just got a new passport with RFID and I'm not too pleased that breaking it is a federal crime.
Typeset 8 books with troff, Quark all the way to film. Pages can’t cut it for nomination book, learning InDesign
http://tinyurl.com/9e2lg4

3:21 PM Mar 6th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

Al Gore's first webcast. 1/21/94.
http://tinyurl.com/bozn9d "welcome to those of you listening on the global Internet computer network."

6:00 PM Mar 6th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

http://tinyurl.com/a5wqaf (au) Part of the Wasteland http://tinyurl.com/4gxuup

5:38 PM Mar 6th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud
RT @carlmalamud: Al Gore's 1st webcast 1/21/94 "welcome to those of you listening on the global Internet computer network" http://is.gd/mdND

6:39 PM Mar 6th from TweetDeck

kaiserinTweet
Barbara

Friday night for us printers. Watching the movie the Paper.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wik...

6:48 PM Mar 6th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

RT @carlmalamud: Al Gore's first webcast. 1/21/94.
http://tinyurl.com/bozn9d [wow, amazing audio: data silos, info competition]

7:36 PM Mar 6th from web

peteskomoroch
Peter Skomoroch
RT @carlmalamud If you have any doubts about how dangerous the passport is to Americans, please watch this video. http://tinyurl.com/apcpaz

9:47 PM Mar 6th from web

seidojohn
John

RT: @carlmalamud Al Gore's first webcast 1/21/94 http://tinyurl.com/bozn9d "welcome to those . . . on the global Internet computer network."

12:05 AM Mar 7th from web
domaley
Daniel O'Maley

Slashdot story about gov't API legislation by @repmikehonda - great comments (via @micahmn, tx @timoreilly, @carlmalamud) http://bit.ly/uj31t

2:32 AM Mar 7th from web

robpierson
Rob Pierson
@purserj you should check out http://yeswescan.org (and follow @carlmalamud)

3:15 AM Mar 7th from web in reply to purserj

@purserj you should check out http://yeswescan.org (and follow @carlmalamud)

3:15 AM Mar 7th from web in reply to purserj

The Franking Commission created to stop use of official print for campaign purposes. http://tinyurl.com/d27ar7 (Recently added YouTube Regs)

6:52 AM Mar 7th from Spaz

The Franking Commission created to stop use of official print for campaign purposes. http://tinyurl.com/d27ar7 (Recently added YouTube Regs)

6:52 AM Mar 7th from Spaz

RT @georgethomas: HBase preso (open source BigTable that uses HDFS) 'just say no to your inner DBA' ;-) http://bit.ly/Y4g2.

7:27 AM Mar 7th from Spaz

RT @georgethomas: HBase preso (open source BigTable that uses HDFS) 'just say no to your inner DBA' ;-) http://bit.ly/Y4g2.

7:27 AM Mar 7th from Spaz
Monday, Noon, Pacific Time. Join me at big Rally For the Public Domain, here on Twitter. [http://tinyurl.com/c6exv3](http://tinyurl.com/c6exv3) Big announcements!

RT @carlmalamud: Mon, Noon, Pac Time. Join me at big Rally For the Pub Domain on Twitter. [http://tinyurl.com/c6exv3](http://tinyurl.com/c6exv3) Big announcements!

New post: yes we scan revisited ([http://freegovinfo.info/nod...](http://freegovinfo.info/nod...))
FGI Sez: yes we scan revisited: On 02.24.2009, FGI "wholeheartedly and without reservation" endorsed the..
http://tinyurl.com/b6kghs

1:52 PM Mar 7th from twitterfeed

We had a big tent at CAP, so I had to do something neutral about net neutrality.
http://tinyurl.com/4f2pxm One of the first videos I edited.

2:36 PM Mar 7th from Spaz

In 2005, covered OLPC unveiling at UN
http://tinyurl.com/dlt8vs Getting credentials was a hoot:
http://tinyurl.com/bdfokf

2:43 PM Mar 7th from Spaz
Before harvesting tweets for a book, let them age for 24 hours. Lets the dates settle and you can see if any deletions.

2:50 PM Mar 7th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

Monday, Noon Pacific Time (3PM ET).
Big Rally for the Public Domain here on Twitter. Short speech then chanting opportunities. YesWeScan!

7:48 AM Mar 8th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

Monday, Noon Pacific Time (3PM ET).
Big Rally for the Public Domain at @carlmalamud. Short speech then chanting opportunities. YesWeScan!

8:06 AM Mar 8th from Spaz

webchickbot
RT @carlmalamud: Monday, Noon Pacific Time (3PM ET). Big Rally 4 the Public Domain here on twttr. Short speech then chanting opportunities. YesWeScan!

8:27 AM Mar 8th from TweetDeck

RayBeckerman

@kevinmarks @timoreilly Internet Talk Radio's HarperAudio archive has some poets. http://town.hall.org/radio/... Eliot, Frost, ...

10:45 AM Mar 8th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

#poetry RT @carlmalamud: Internet Talk Radio's HarperAudio archive has some poets. http://town.hall.org/radio/... Eliot, Frost, ...

10:49 AM Mar 8th from tuhirl

timoreilly
Tim O'Reilly
RT @timoreilly: #poetry RT @carlmalamud: Internet Talk Radio's HarperAudio archive has some poets. http://bit.ly/GrrIO Eliot, Frost, ...
10:51 AM Mar 8th from TweetDeck

@timoreilly @carlmalamud what a gold mine! thank you!
10:59 AM Mar 8th from web in reply to timoreilly

Glad to see people getting good use out of the HarperAudio archive. Also fun is the Press Club, 93-95. http://town.hall.org/radio/...
Getting heads of state to say "Internet" in 1996 was a challenge, helped legitimize our fair & the net.

http://park.org/Letters/

Retweeting @carlmalamud: Marc Rotenberg of http://epic.org/ has joined the Committee to Reboot .Gov at http://YesWeScan.Org/ Go Carl!
Prepping for Mon. media morning. cjr.org, ITConversations, Federal Times, public radio. Then, off to big rally at noon PT Mon. on twitter.

4:39 PM Mar 8th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

not exactly sure what a twitter rally is but y’all should follow @carlmalamud to find out about his big twitter rally at noon PT Mon.

9:30 PM Mar 8th from TweetDeck

freegovinfo

New Yorker gives two cheers to a bureaucrat. http://tinyurl.com/d2atws Answering email all too rare for many officials. Huzzah +1 for Lori!

1:12 AM Mar 9th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud
I am pleased to announce that Nicholas Negroponte has joined the Committee to Reboot .Gov. [http://YesWeScan.Org/](http://YesWeScan.Org/)

@carlmalamud RT: I am pleased to announce that Nicholas Negroponte has joined the Committee to Reboot .Gov. [http://YesWeScan.Org/](http://YesWeScan.Org/)

FederalTimes on how to land a political appointee slot. [http://tinyurl.com/d5agv7](http://tinyurl.com/d5agv7) "Treat your quest as an aggressive campaign." Check.
RT @amyewest: Carl Malamud interview on Future Tense on NPR this a.m. http://www.publicradio.org/...

8:30 AM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

friegovinfo

Please join me at noon pacific here on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech followed by interactive opportunity. #YesWeScan

8:33 AM Mar 9th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

RT @carlmalamud: Please join me at noon pacific here on twttr 4 Rally 4 the Public Domain. Short speech followed by interactive opportunity. #YesWeScan

8:34 AM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

RayBeckerman
@JohnWonderlich re http://bit.ly/MFsqN @carlmalamud as pub printer would hit 4/5 of top 10 oogl suggestions.

8:44 AM Mar 9th from TweetDeck in reply to JohnWonderlich

freegovinfo

RT @carlmalamud Please join me at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech plus interactive oppty. #YesWeScan

8:50 AM Mar 9th from web

mkapor

Love @carlmalamud's campaign tag: #YesWeScan

8:55 AM Mar 9th from mobile web

Hybernaut

Brian Del Vecchio
Public radio coverage of YesWeScan!
http://tinyurl.com/d8t2eg

10:15 AM March 9th from Spaz

---

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech plus interactive oppy. #YesWeScan yeswescan.org

10:41 AM March 9th from twhirl

---

timoreilly
Tim O'Reilly

in 80 minutes, I expect #yeswescan to be the thing to watch: http://bit.ly/nymoh

10:41 AM March 9th from twitterrific

---

JohnWonderlich
John Wonderlich
in 80 minutes, I expect #yeswescan to be the thing to watch: http://bit.ly/nymoh - JohnWonderlich

RT @timoreilly: join @carlmalamud at 12PST on twitter, Rally 4 the Public Domain. Short speech + interactive oppty. #YesWeScan yeswescan.org

RT @timoreilly Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech +interactive oppty. yeswescan.org
RT @carlmalamud Please join me at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech plus interactive #YesWeScan h/t @mkapor

10:43 AM Mar 9th from web

mtobis

RT @carlmalamud Please join me at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech plus interactive oppy. #YesWeScan

10:45 AM Mar 9th from twhirl

catfan

Paul Holbrook

RT @TechCrunch: Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twttr 4 Rally 4 the Public Domain. Short speech plus interactive oppy. #YesWeScan

10:47 AM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

RayBeckerman
RT @TechCrunch: Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech plus interactive oppty. #YesWeScan

10:48 AM Mar 9th from TwitterFon

RichardWooding
Richard Wooding

RT @timoreilly: Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. #YesWeScan yeswescan.org

10:50 AM Mar 9th from TwitterFox

inamorata
Romana Reynolds

RT @timoreilly: Please join @carlmalamud at 12PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech plus interactive oppty yeswescan.org.

10:53 AM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

laurelatoreilly
Laurel Ruma
RT @TechCrunch Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech plus interactive oppty #YesWeScan

10:54 AM Mar 9th from web

atul
Atul Arora

TechCrunch: Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech plus interactive oppty. #YesWeScan

10:56 AM Mar 9th from twitterfeed

LeMecRedir

Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech plus interactive oppty. #YesWeScan yeswescan.org

10:59 AM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

joshsimmons
Joshua Riley Simmons
Join @carlmalamud at 12 PT on twitter to Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech + interactive oppty. #YesWeScan (via @timoreilly)

SarahM
Sarah Milstein

RT @Scobleizer Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech plus.... http://ff.im/1qBbi

martindave
Dave Martin

RT @Scobleizer @carlmalamud for Rally for the Public Domain in one hour at 12 p.m. PT http://ff.im/1qBbi

garzag
Garza Girl
RT @Scobleizer via @martindave Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on Twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short s... http://ff.im/1qBbi

11:06 AM Mar 9th from web

hkremer

RT @timoreilly: Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech plus... #YesWeScan yeswescan.org

11:11 AM Mar 9th from TwitterFon

sanjeevpai
Sanjeev Pai

Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech plus interactive oppty.... http://ff.im/-1qC8R

11:14 AM Mar 9th from FriendFeed

albert5888
Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech plus interactive oppty. #YesWeScan Please RT

about 23 hours ago from web

ChatMaster007
Constant Chatter

TechCrunch: Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech plus...
http://ff.im/-1qCj8

11:17 AM Mar 9th from FriendFeed

china_sannong

RT @carlmalamud Public radio coverage of YesWeScan! http://tinyurl.com/d8t2eg

11:23 AM Mar 9th from web

martindave
Dave Martin
RT @TechCrunch: Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twttr 4 Rally 4 the Public Domain. Short speech plus interactive oppty. #YesWeScan
11:27 AM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

MichaelWaisNews
News Tweeters

RT @TechCrunch: Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twttr 4 Rally 4 the Public Domain. Short speech plus interactive oppty. #YesWeScan
11:27 AM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

MichaelWaisNews
News Tweeters

T-22 min until @carlmalamud's #YesWeScan twitter rally for Public Domain. Looking 4ward to watching it unfold
11:38 AM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

stereogab
Gabriela

T-22 min until @carlmalamud's #YesWeScan twitter rally for Public Domain. Looking 4ward to watching it unfold
11:38 AM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

stereogab
Gabriela

RT @stereogab: T-20 min until @carlmalamud's #YesWeScan twitter rally for Public Domain. Looking 4ward to watching it unfold
11:42 AM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

EllinM11r
Ellen Miller

RT @stereogab: T-20 min until @carlmalamud's #YesWeScan twitter rally for Public Domain. Looking 4ward to watching it unfold
11:42 AM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

EllinM11r
Ellen Miller
I'm supporting #YesWeScan and @carlmalamud. Follow him for more info at 19:00 UTC.

#YesWeScan? OK, I'm in. Where can I sign a petition? (The ex-Californian in me would just go to the grocery store and hit the tables...)

[tap tap] Is this thing on? We'll be starting in 10 minutes. Nice crowd! Please make yourself comfortable. Thanks for coming! #YesWeScan
please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twttr 4 Rally 4 the Public Domain. Short speech plus interactive oppy. #YesWeScan

11:52 AM Mar 9th from Spaz

mdkail

checking out #YesWeScan and http://yeswescan.org looks like starting in a few minutes

11:53 AM Mar 9th from twhirl

fahey
Richard Fahey

RT @Scobleizer: Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech plus interactive opp #yeswescan

11:54 AM Mar 9th from TwitterFan

dedwards66
Dan Edwards
TechCrunch: Please join @carlmalamud at 12 PST on twitter for Rally for the Public Domain. Short speech plus int.. http://tinyurl.com/c3q3u8

#Yeswescan Rally for Public Domain--On Twitter 12PM PST

go public domain! #yeswescan
Welcome to RALLY FOR THE PUBLIC DOMAIN! http://tinyurl.com/apbfyk or #YesWeScan to follow. Rally will be my 13 tweets + whatever you add.

For soundtrack, we recommend this patriotic medley by U.S. Military Bands. http://tinyurl.com/azz4u2 Enjoy! via http://loc.gov #YesWeScan

RT @carlmalamud: Welcome to RALLY FOR THE PUBLIC DOMAIN! http://tinyurl.com/apbfyk or #YesWeScan. Rally = my 13 tweets + whatever you add.
[ahem] My fellow netizens. Thank you for tweeting with me today. #YesWeScan is a vision and a plan for how GPO and .gov talk to the world.

Platform has emphasized jobs, librarians, and security of all Americans. Nation's publisher since 1861 must be ready for future. #YesWeScan

We should embrace new role for GPO, a center to public domain based on principles of open data/open source as key role for .gov. #YesWeScan
RT @carlmalamud: Welcome to RALLY FOR THE PUBLIC DOMAIN! http://tinyurl.com/apbfyk (expand) or #YesWeScan to follow.

A strong and vibrant publisher for 3 branches of government will maintain jobs, refocus GPO to publish across all media. #YesWeScan
Am announcing today concluding front porch portion of campaign at end of week, will journey to Washington, DC, nation's capitol. #YesWeScan

1,000+ of you have sent Acks-of-Approval, Tweets-of-Endorsement. Am very grateful. Will channel Gus, create nomination book. #YesWeScan

Will engage in dialogue with all 3 branches of .gov. Video from congress, PACER from courts, offer to donate data to executive. #YesWeScan
I wish to ask you now to join with me and send message to Washington. Will harvest your tweets, forward them to the White House. #YesWeScan

12:04 PM Mar 9th from Spaz

carllamalud
Carl Malamud

Attending #YesWeScan @calmalamud twitter rally as he campaigns to head GPO.

12:05 PM Mar 9th from twitterrific

twitterrific

emasters
Elmer Masters

#YesWeScan I ask you: Can we work together to make America's Operating System open source, so that law is accessible for all? Can We Scan??

12:05 PM Mar 9th from Spaz

carllamalud
Carl Malamud
Retweeting @carlmalamud will journey to Washington, DC, nation's capitol. #YesWeScan Seeking office of Public Printer of the USA

@carlmalamud YES WE SCAN!!! good speech

#yeswescan !!
Open access to law and regulation is key to democracy. Information provides for a more informed and effective citizenry. #YesWeScan

12:07 PM Mar 9th from twitterrific

emasters
Elmer Masters

#YesWeScan! Can we have a .gov that listens as well as it talks? A government that uses the Internet instead of fearing it? Can We Scan!?

12:07 PM Mar 9th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

RT carlmalamud I ask you: Can we work together to make America’s OS open source, so that law is accessible for all? Can We Scan??

12:07 PM Mar 9th from TwitterFox

faberfedor
Faber Fedor
Amused but also impressed by @carlmalamud's rally for his US Public Printer campaign. He's our man! #YesWeScan http://tinyurl.com/apbfyk

@carlmalamud Getting data out of silos and into the open facilitates transparency and encourages sciences, technology, the arts! #YesWeScan

am following when I can, Carl Malamud's campaign to head GPO: http://twitter.com/carlmalamud (@carlmalamud)
#YesWeScan! Can we all work together to reclaim the public domain? Can We Scan!?

@carlmalamud You'd be fantastic at the GPO! Long live the Public Domain! #YesWeScan (I remember you from the heyday of Internet Radio!)

#YesWeScan! Let's opensource America's operating system. Free law = informed citizens = thriving democracy. Go Carl!
RT @carlmalamud: #YesWeScan I ask you: Can we work together to make America's Operating System open source..." [sfx: ROAR OF APPROVAL]

am following online tweet campaign - just started - for Carl Malamud's campaign to head GPO:
http://twitter.com/carlmalamud (@carlmaluma)

This is cool. Carl Malamud wants to be the head of the GPO and is giving a campaign on Twitter!
Supporting @CarlMalamud's campaign to become US Public Printer. Open info is key to democracy! http://is.gd/mzGK #YesWeScan
12:09 PM Mar 9th from twhirl

SarahM
Sarah Milstein

Following #yeswescan from the ref desk (and answering questions, of course!).
12:09 PM Mar 9th from web

rhonabwy
Shari Laster

@carlmalamud #YesWeScan ! I endorse you and your platform of bringing openness to the US 'operating system' and GPO
12:10 PM Mar 9th from Gwibber in reply to carlmalamud

gabaug
Gabriel Burt
#YesWeScan [http://yeswescan.org/](http://yeswescan.org/)

Government Printing Office endorsement reboot .gov and the US OS

12:10 PM Mar 9th from web
dylanfogle

Attending @carlmalamud's #YesWeScan! Twitter rally. He wants to run the GPO--open documents online for all--Go Carl go! [www.yeswescan.org](http://www.yeswescan.org)

12:10 PM Mar 9th from TweetDeck
laurelatoreilly
Laurel Ruma

The idea is to put get guvmint info out of silos and into the open on the Intarwebs. #YesWeScan

12:11 PM Mar 9th from TwitterFox
faberfedor
Faber Fedor
librarians have been working behind the scenes for years. glad to see @carlmalamud out front fighting for PubDomain #yeswescan

open data is key to democracy; #yeswescan

#YesWeScan! #YesWeScan!
@carlmalamud RT Embrace new role for GPO, a center to public domain based on principles of open data/source as key role for .gov. #YesWeScan

12:12 PM Mar 9th from web in reply to carlmalamud

sonyajk
Sonya Jongisma Knauss

RT mdkail open data is key to democracy;
www.yeswescan.org

12:12 PM Mar 9th from TwitterFox

faberfedor
Faber Fedor

@carlmalamud #YesWeScan! #YesWeScan! #YesWeScan!

12:12 PM Mar 9th from DestroyTwitter in reply to carlmalamud

guan
Guan Yang
RT @freeegovinfo: librarians have been working behind the scenes for years. glad to see @carlmalamud out front fighting for PubDomain #yeswescan

@carlmalamud Glad to hear you discuss FDLP on Future Tense this a.m. #YesWeScan

totally agreeing with @carlmalamud. #YesWeScan! #YesWeScan! Let's get data where it needs to be, in the hands of people
#YesWeScan!

12:14 PM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

Ibjay
Jay Luker

#YesWeScan! Thank you for your support, I hope we can continue this dialogue from DC. Thanks so much for coming! Feel free to hang around.

12:15 PM Mar 9th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

[takes off suit and tie, puts on leather apron, starts working on nomination book. wow. that was cool!! thanks folks!]

12:15 PM Mar 9th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud
Learn why @carlmalamud is one of my heroes. He's been working to make sure the public domain stays public for 2 decades. #yeswescan

12:15 PM Mar 9th from twhirl

timoreilly
Tim O'Reilly

online tweet campaign - just started - for Carl Malamud's campaign to head GPO: http://twitter.com/carlmalamud (@carlmalamud) #YesWeScan

12:16 PM Mar 9th from web

joyreneee
Joy Fulton


12:17 PM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

freegovinfo
@carlmalamud RT "Welcome to RALLY FOR THE PUBLIC DOMAIN! http://tinyurl.com/apbfyk or #YesWeScan to follow." Woooooooooooooooooooooo!

12:17 PM Mar 9th from web

@carlmalamud My field relies on publicly available geographic data. This is an important issue and I thank you for speaking on it.

12:17 PM Mar 9th from web in reply to carlmalamud

I endorse @CarlMalamud’s campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan

12:17 PM Mar 9th from twhirl

timoreilly Tim O'Reilly

@carlmalamud My field relies on publicly available geographic data. This is an important issue and I thank you for speaking on it.

12:17 PM Mar 9th from web in reply to carlmalamud

Bwreilly Ben Reilly
RT @timoreilly I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan

12:18 PM Mar 9th from web

@timoreilly

techmama
Beth Blecherman

Thanks to @carlmalamud for taking on the challenge of promoting open government. #YesWeScan

12:18 PM Mar 9th from web

no_reply
Tom Johnson

After seeing the explosion of twitter once a open API was released, just think of a open API to the govt! #yeswescan

12:19 PM Mar 9th from TwitterFon

dedwards66
Dan Edwards
RT @timoreilly: I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan

@timoreilly "to make sure the public domain stays public"?! Following @carlmalamud right NOW!

@CarlMalamud for public printer! #YesWeScan
@carlmalamud #YesWeScan Thanks for all your work - this is a huge issue as digitization continues to make info less, not more accessible.

12:19 PM Mar 9th from TweetDeck in reply to carlmalamud

seberry
Sarah Berry

Joining the Carl Malamud army.
#yeswescan
12:20 PM Mar 9th from web

joethelibrarian
Joe The Librarian

@CarlMalamud cool stuff.
http://yeswescan.org/
12:21 PM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

iblee
Lee LeBlanc
@CarlMalamud's campaign has influenced and inspired our efforts here in Spain! Muchas gracias y a luchar!!

12:22 PM Mar 9th from web

angelmaldonado
Angel Maldonado

I endorse the campaign of @CarlMalamud to become the public printer of the USA, open documents via online #YesWeScan

12:22 PM Mar 9th from web

martindave
Dave Martin

@carlmalamud Totally support what you're trying to do re open online government and your vision for the GPO #YesWeScan

12:22 PM Mar 9th from tahiri in reply to carlmalamud

faheyr
Richard Fahey
Do you care about keeping the public domain public? Support @CarlMalamud for public printer! #YesWeScan

Reboot.gov! #yeswescan

#YesWeScan Carl Malamud's doing the work: http://public.resource.org/ Let's give him the office. (U.S. Public Printer)
RT @timoreilly: I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan

12:25 PM Mar 9th from Spaz

ossreleasefeed
Schalk Neethling

@carlmalamud "Open Source America's Operating System." America's only? Why not Global? :)

12:26 PM Mar 9th from web in reply to carlmalamud

Elkziz
Elmira Gazizova

@timoreilly I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US (Ah, Oreilly endorses.)
#YesWeScan #tcamp09 #gov2o

12:26 PM Mar 9th from web in reply to timoreilly

mindblink
JasonT
RT @timoreilly I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan

You folks are great ... thanks so much for your support! #YesWeScan!

transcript of #yeswescan rally
Retweeting @carlmalamud: announcing today concluding front porch portion of campaign, will journey to nation's capitol. #YesWeScan

12:30 PM Mar 9th from twhirl

@carlmalamud Way to use twitter as a medium for getting your voice heard!! love the idea of a more open source government #yeswescan

12:35 PM Mar 9th from web

Endorsing @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan

12:30 PM Mar 9th from TwitterFox

@morganives Morgan Ives
I endorse @carlmalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, #YesWeScan

@shankimball: Do you care about keeping the public domain public? Support @CarlMalamud for public printer! #YesWeScan

@timoreilly Ah, in that case, I endorse @carlmalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, #YesWeScan #gov20 #tcamp09
Yes We Scan! http://adjix.com/5qbe
12:40 PM Mar 9th from Adjix

michaeloboyle
Michael O'Boyle

RT: @inamorata: Endorsing @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan >> Me too!
12:41 PM Mar 9th from twhirl

finnern
Mark Finnern

RT: @timoreilly: I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan
12:44 PM Mar 9th from TwitterFox

ClarissaG
OK, LibraryLand: Carl Malamud for Public Printer. Yes or no?  
http://www.yeswescan.org

12:45 PM Mar 9th from web

joefromkenyon  
Joe Murphy

RT @timoreilly: I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan

1:01 PM Mar 9th from TwitterFon

sanjeevpai  
Sanjeev Pai

I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan

1:02 PM Mar 9th from twhirl

smalljones  
Paul Jones
@CarlMalamud - in the spirit of Benjamin Franklin - wants to become public printer of the US #YesWeScan

1:03 PM Mar 9th from web

dgriffiths

RT @smalljones I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan

1:05 PM Mar 9th from tired

tarheelcoxn

Cristóbal Palmer

I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan

1:14 PM Mar 9th from twitterrific

kerryrm
I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan

RobboMills
Robbo Mills

RT @timoreilly: I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan

neilschlager
Neil Schlager

#YesWeScan This is in line with my embryonic idea for an upated WPA type department for writers: http://yeswescan.org/ Thanks @timoreilly

ejdfinch
Doug Finch
I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan

1:29 PM Mar 9th from web

ooShiny
Richard

I endorse @CarlMalamud’s campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan #yeswescan

1:34 PM Mar 9th from TweetChat

seidojohn
John

YesWeScan, dedicated to the reboot of .gov: http://yeswescan.org/ (Via @jdfinch, who advocates an updated WPA for writers.)

1:35 PM Mar 9th from web

maudnewton
Maud Newton
Recommend reviewing @carlmalamud's stump-speech-by-tweet in his campaign to be U.S. Public Printer. Long version good too: yeswescan.org

USians: Learn why @carlmalamud is one of my heroes. He's been working to make sure the public domain stays public for 2 decades. #yeswescan

I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan
RT @carlmalamud: Public radio coverage of YesWeScan! http://tinyurl.com/d8t2eg
1:54 PM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

eWords
Nathan Halverson

2:03 PM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

@kmcurry me too! I endorse Carl Malamud (@carlmalamud) for Public Printer of the United States: http://bit.ly/DdWpS
2:13 PM Mar 9th from twhirl

pahlkadot
Jennifer Pahlka
I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan

2:14 PM Mar 9th from web

scottblanc
Scott White

RT I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan http://yeswescan.org/

2:23 PM Mar 9th from web

Inkslinger
Seth Johnson

Yes We Scan! http://ff.im/1qOdL

2:31 PM Mar 9th from FriendFeed

Hil121
Hilary Talbot
RT I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan http://yeswescan.org/

WyethW
Wyeth Windham

I endorse @CarlMalamud for Public Printer of the United States. #YesWeScan

johnmarkos
John Markos O'Neill

I endorse @CarlMalamud for Public Printer of the United States. #YesWeScan

plainsight
Amy O'Neill Houck
#YesWeScan makes the Federal Times, the one-stop news service for Federal Managers. http://tinyurl.com/aj3n5m
My favorite Internet Talk Radio audio logo. http://tinyurl.com/bpkg37 It don't mean a thing if it ain't got that ping.

3:32 PM Mar 9th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

#YesWeScan Please vet me: http://tinyurl.com/allfmp Simile interface to most of the stuff I've published 1976-2008.

3:35 PM Mar 9th from Spaz

carlmalamud
Carl Malamud

RT @carlmalamud: #YesWeScan makes the Federal Times, the one-stop news service for Federal Managers. http://tinyurl.com/aj3n5m

3:38 PM Mar 9th from TwitterFon

smalljones
Paul Jones
RT I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan http://yeswescan.org/

3:43 PM Mar 9th from web

Mr_Billy_Il
Mr. Billy Il

RT I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan http://yeswescan.org/

3:44 PM Mar 9th from web

PrudnSpeculator
Prudent Speculator

Thanks to Erika Wayne for the very nice transcript of my comments at today's #YesWeScan rally. http://tinyurl.com/am9mf4

4:01 PM Mar 9th from Spaz

carlamalamud
Carl Malamud
I support @carlmalamud campaign to become the Public Printer of the USA. #yeswescan
4:02 PM Mar 9th from Gwibber

I wholeheartedly endorse @CarlMalamud for Public Printer of the United States! #YesWeScan
4:12 PM Mar 9th from web

Tim is plugging Carl Malamud and his campaign to become public printer of US. more at yeswescan.org
7:21 PM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

[L] Yes We Scan! http://yeswescan.org/  
7:21 PM Mar 9th from web

Celso  
Celso Martinho

Tim citing efforts of Carl Malamud to democratize government data - work on stuff that matters... #etech  
7:22 PM Mar 9th from twirl

Etech  
ETech Conference

RT @etech: Tim citing efforts of Carl Malamud to democratize government data - work on stuff that matters... #etech  
7:24 PM Mar 9th from web

TreeHugger  
TreeHugger.com
RT @eWords: Tim is plugging Carl Malamud and his campaign to become public printer of US. more at yeswescan.org
7:24 PM Mar 9th from twhirl

RT @eWords: Tim is plugging Carl Malamud and his campaign to become public printer of US. more at yeswescan.org
7:24 PM Mar 9th from twhirl

RT @etech: Tim citing efforts of Carl Malamud to democratize government data - work on stuff that matters... #etech
7:26 PM Mar 9th from TwitterFon

RT @etech: Tim citing efforts of Carl Malamud to democratize government data - work on stuff that matters... #etech
7:26 PM Mar 9th from TwitterFon

Carl Malamud has a posse at #etech and beyond... #YesWeScan -
http://yeswescan.org/
7:27 PM Mar 9th from TweetDeck
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Carl Malamud has a posse at #etech and beyond... #YesWeScan -
http://yeswescan.org/
7:27 PM Mar 9th from TweetDeck
I'm endorsing @carlmalamud for Public Printer. http://yeswescan.org/ #yesWeScan

7:38 PM Mar 9th from twhirl in reply to carlmalamud

pfhyper
Peter Fleck

Retweeting @pfhyper: I'm endorsing @carlmalamud for Public Printer. http://yeswescan.org/ #yesWeScan

7:44 PM Mar 9th from twhirl

tropology
Michael Maranda

RT @gneissness I endorse @CarlMalamud's campaign to become the public printer of the US, open documents online for all #YesWeScan

7:45 PM Mar 9th from web

amandafrench
Amanda French
I'm also endorsing @carlmalamud for Public Printer. http://yeswescan.org/
#yeswescan

7:50 PM Mar 9th from web

therealfitz
Brian Fitzpatrick

Likes Yes We Scan: Some important work being done and some solid people behind this. - http://like.im/2A9

8:52 PM Mar 9th from web

joedevon
Joe Devon

I also endorse @CarlMalamud for public printer. He was one of the main inspirations behind http://datamob.org
#YesWeScan

9:20 PM Mar 9th from web

seanflannagan
Sean Flannagan
@seanflannagan I also endorse @CarlMalamud for public printer. He was one of the main inspirations behind http://datamob.org #YesWeScan

10:00 PM Mar 9th from tweetDeck


10:07 PM Mar 9th from TweetDeck

RT @davemorin: Please support @carlmalamud's campaign 2 head the Government Printing Office. Rally 4 the Public Domain! http://yeswescan.com #YesWeScan

10:51 PM Mar 9th from TweetDeck
RT @holdemtalkradio RT @davemorin: Please support @carlmalamud's campaign 2 head the Government Printing Office. Rally 4 the Public Domain! http://yeswescan.

10:51 PM Mar 9th from web

Random ReTweet

Please support @carlmalamud's campaign to head the Government Printing Office. Rally for the Public Domain! http://yeswescan.org #YesWeScan

davemorin
Dave Morin

10:51 PM Mar 9th from web

Please support @carlmalamud's campaign to head the Government Printing Office. http://yeswescan.org #YesWeScan (via @davemorin)

11:20 PM Mar 9th from Tweetie in reply to davemorin

colladude
Seems like @carlmalamud's campaign to head the Government Printing Office is a good one. http://yeswescan.org #YesWeScan (via @davemorin)

If you are into maps, the History of Cartography is absolutely gorgeous (and expensive!)

blogged Carl Malamud for Public Printer of the United States: I endorse Carl Malamud for Public Printer o..

Great groundswell at #YesWeScan. In archives it's wham bam thank you mam. Or something to the tune of "Man wrestles kangaroo from home."

Retweeting @egoverati: http://YesWeScan.org/ campaign by @carlmalamud to open US data #eGov

Retweeting @roald: http://YesWeScan.org/ campaign by @carlmalamud to open US data #eGov
#IAR #topprog Malamud: Standing on the Shoulders of Gus: Under the banner of "Yes We Scan,"
http://tinyurl.com/bhys2n

8:03 AM Mar 10th from twitterfeed

Malamud: Standing on the Shoulders of Gus: Under the banner of "Yes We Scan,"
open-access/public domain..
http://tinyurl.com/bhys2n

8:04 AM Mar 10th from twitterfeed

As am seeking federal bailout of public domain, will forego private jet. Have purchased nonrefundable coach ticket, will sit in middle seat.

8:33 AM Mar 10th from Spaz
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Founder of a 501(c)(3) non-profit that has placed over 32 million pages of primary legal materials on the Internet. Convinced C-SPAN and the Smithsonian Institution to alter their copyright policies. Established a 1-year joint venture with NTIS that resulted in 588 federal films becoming available on YouTube and the Internet Archive. Audited and redacted federal materials for privacy issues and convinced the judicial and legislative branches and the private sector to redact offending materials in their systems.

Board Member, Mozilla Foundation — 2007
Sat on the board of the non-profit foundation that governs the Firefox open source browser.

Senior Fellow and Chief Technology Officer, Center for American Progress — 2005-2006
Assisted senior management in establishing the overall strategic direction and tech staffing for the Center. Created public policy initiatives centered around transparency at the Smithsonian Institution, net neutrality, and a substantial expansion in the government’s video presence on the net.

Chairman, Jabber Software Foundation — 2005
Chaired the standards body responsible for instant messaging standards.

Consultant to Internet Standards Bodies— 2003-2005
Paid consultant to the chairs and membership of the Internet Architecture Board and the Internet Engineering Task Force on the institutional framework for Internet standards-making. Assisted the Internet Software Consortium in the creation of a security coordination center for the DNS.

Co-Founder and CEO, NetTopBox, Inc. — 2001-2003
Led an Internet startup focused on creating a new generation of Electronic Program Guides.

Founder, Chairman, and CEO, Invisible Worlds, Inc. — 1998-2000
Led an Internet startup through three rounds of financing and growth to 50 employees. Invisible Worlds created an XML-based Internet transport protocol which is an Internet Proposed Standard.

Visiting Professor — 1996-1997
Visiting Professor at the MIT Media Lab and Japan’s Keio University.

Chaired the non-profit corporation responsible for running one of the Internet root name servers and producing BIND, the open source software used in many key Domain Name System servers.

Founder and Chairman, Internet Multicasting Service — 1993-2002
Ran a 501(c)(3) non-profit responsible for creating the first radio station on the Internet, making the Securities and Exchange Commission EDGAR and U.S. Patent databases available, and running the Internet 1996 World Exposition, a world’s fair with participation from 80 countries which deployed over $100 million in in-kind contributions to build global infrastructure.

Consultant — 1985-1992
Taught seminars, led system development efforts, and provided strategic advice to senior management for groups including the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Argonne National Laboratory, AT&T, DEC, IBM, Sun Microsystems, and Xerox. Wrote 8 books.

Senior Systems Analyst, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve — 1984
Part of a team that brought the first workstations and a network into the Fed.

Senior Systems Analyst, Indiana University — 1981-1983
Created an MBA computer literacy program, helped put IU on the net, and created a unified billing system.

AWARDS
Berkman Center at Harvard University — “For his extraordinary contributions to the Internet’s impact on society.”
Society of Professional Journalists — James Madison Freedom of Information Award
EDUCATION


BOOKS

A World's Fair (MIT Press, 1997)
Foreword by the Dalai Lama, afterword by Laurie Anderson.
http://books.google.com/books?id=2ACtZvZhvWcC

Exploring the Internet (Prentice Hall, 1992)
http://museum.media.org/eti

Stacks (Prentice Hall, 1992)

Analyzing Networks (Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1991-1992)
A 3-volume reference work examining key network protocols including Novell, DECnet, and TCP/IP.

INGRES (Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1990)

DEC Networks and Architectures (McGraw Hill, 1990)

OTHER WRITING

Trade Press
http://www.scribd.com/group/7547-old-magazine-articles

Internet Standards
Author of Internet RFCs 3865, 4095, and 4096, an extension to the Internet mail protocols for dealing with spam. Co–author with Marshall T. Rose of Internet RFCs 1528, 1529, and 1530, which defined how to use the Internet as a bypass mechanism for traditional telephone services, including fax and paging.

Policy
Author of numerous policy documents, such as An Open Source Tax Credit (with Dr. John Irons), A Better Communications System for Emergency Responders (with Reed Hundt), and A Report to the Speaker.

PUBLIC SPEAKING

Google Tech Talk — All the Government’s Information
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=2633159172413478267

Berkeley Distinguished Lecture — (Re)Defining the Public Domain

Congressional Testimony — Smithsonian Business Ventures

Center for American Progress — Great Debate on Net Neutrality
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1k7RFOonpOw

SELECTED WEB SITES
http://public.resource.org/
http://bulk.resource.org/
http://town.hall.org/
http://north.pole.org/
http://mappa.mundi.net/
http://park.org/
Rebooting .Gov

Government’s most important “product” is information, but the last major upgrade in how the United States disburses and receives information from citizens was in 1994 when Gingrich put the Congress on the net and Clinton did the same with the White House. This policy proposal uses the Government Printing Office as the center for a 4-point plan that would dramatically change how the U.S. Government presents itself to the world.

The First 100 Days

The Government Printing Office (GPO) could be used as the basis for a “revolution in governmental affairs” that could achieve dramatic results in 100 days, transforming the way citizens interact with their government:

- **The Washington Bridge.** Immediately hook up all federal hearing rooms in Washington, D.C. to the Internet to provide live, broadcast-quality video as bulk data. Services such as YouTube, CNN.Com, and many others would process and present this information to the public. The service would start immediately with the executive branch, but would also be offered to Congress and the Judiciary as a service.

- **Open Source America’s Operating System.** Immediately make available in bulk key GPO "products" such as the Congressional Record, Federal Register, U.S. Code, and many others. Create and release in bulk a digital collection of all federal court cases, administrative proceedings, and other primary legal materials. Begin immediately with historical materials, and then offer ongoing service to the Judiciary to help them fix their PACER problems.

- **Create a .Gov Cloud.** Put several petabytes of disk and processors in a facility to provide immediate outsourcing capability for the executive branch. For example, if an agency doesn't have access to instant messaging, blogging services, or video servers, this cloud could deploy resources quickly without an expensive procurement and design process. Use this "cloud computing" as a way of educating the agencies on a new way of conducting their computing business.

- **Go Beyond FOIA.** Submit legislation to the Congress that would codify the principle of bulk access to government data as a fundamental job of government. This legislation would be based on the "8 principles of government data" that were established by a group of 30 of the leading Internet practitioners in the field.

Long-Term Change

The 100–day push could be used to create a real transformation over 4 years:

- Fully digitizing all government information, including the Library of Congress and the National Archives.

- Changing the interaction between government and citizens from a one–way stream to a two–way stream. For example, citizens should be able to participate in public proceedings, helping to suggest changes to legislation or questions to witnesses before Congress.

- Rebooting .Gov and making it one of the top 10 destinations on the Internet.

Significant groundwork has been done already on many of these steps. For example, the Washington Bridge plan was endorsed by the Bush Administration’s Public Printer and the details were vetted by senior engineers from Cisco Systems, Google, and Sun.
FedFlix—No Late Charges in the Public Domain!

In late 1987, Public.Resource.Org entered into a formal joint venture with the National Technical Information Service (NTIS). They agreed to loan us video tapes each month, which we digitized and promptly returned. The only cost to the government was some postage. We then posted high-resolution masters on the Internet Archive and copies for casual viewing on YouTube. At the end of this 1-year joint venture, 588 fine federal films have been posted.

The FedFlix concept should be brought inside the government. The U.S. has thousands of films that would form the basis for a public domain stock footage library, an invaluable resource for filmmakers, scholars, and others creating new content in this era of YouTube and remixes.

Government as Film Producer

Government produces thousands of films, a unique and invaluable treasure trove of vocational education, safety materials, and other topics not covered by private industry. The Navy is the world’s leading expert on boating safety, the U.S. Fire Academy trains our nation’s volunteer firefighters, and the Mine Health and Safety Administration produces hundreds of occupational safety videos.

In addition to vocational and safety materials, the government has an incredible archive of other public domain materials. The Smithsonian Institution and the Library of Congress have hundreds of thousands of historic photographs, audio recordings of military bands, and video archives of government hearings, war films, and other historic material.

Moving these materials into the modern era has been a slow and erratic process. While there are bright spots, such as the Library of Congress American Memory project, other agencies such as NTIS sell 20-minute videotapes for $80, the Department of Defense has no mechanism for moving their unclassified materials out to the general public, and the Federal Judicial Center produces hundreds of hours of invaluable training materials about the law that is only available on a satellite system. A wealth of public safety and vocational training materials goes unused.

Stock Footage for a Remix Era

While mainstream media struggles with the onslaught of the Internet, one bright spot has been the explosion of documentary filmmakers, independent news producers, vloggers, mashup and remix artists, and others who incorporate audio and video into their works. While video production has blossomed, clearing copyright on film clips or photos is, by far, the hardest part of making a film or other multimedia production. The government can change that.

With public domain materials, one does not have to ask for permission. The public domain is an essential common resource that allows both the noncommercial and the commercial world to thrive. Scholars writing books often need to use photographs, and have long complained that clearing rights on these materials has been next to impossible. Travel writers at the Associated Press have complained how hard it is to clear rights, even to public resources such as photographs from the Smithsonian.

The U.S. has had no consistent program for posting audio, video, and photographic materials onto the net. We demonstrated with our FedFlix program how easy it is to quickly change that situation and create a common resource by posting films and photos. The federal government should up the ante and adopt a goal of posting 5,000 films and 50,000 photographs next year, an effort that could be coordinated by an agency such as the Government Printing Office.
The Library of the U.S.A.—A Public Works Program

In 1935, FDR launched the Works Progress Administration, an employment relief program that changed the face of America, creating some of most enduring buildings, bridges, parks, and schools. A small part of that national effort was the Federal Writers Project, which created 800 books including the American Guide Series, called by many “the most comprehensive encyclopedia of Americana ever published.” The Library of the U.S.A. is a series of books by the Government Printing Office in an effort modeled on the Federal Writers Project.

The High End of Government Printing

The Government Printing Office (GPO) is best known for the plain and utilitarian look we know well from congressional hearings, tax forms, and the official journals of government such as the Congressional Record and the Federal Register. But, GPO has another side, employing some of the best typesetters, master binders, and pressmen in the world, and producing beautiful full-color volumes that rival those of any Japanese or Italian art book publisher.

The books produced are often historic in nature and are often sponsored by government agencies. The Committee on House Administration, for example, produced Black Americans in Congress, a gorgeous 803-page book accompanied by an extensive web site. NASA’s Johnson Space Center produced Before This Decade Is Out, a prize-winning look at the Apollo program. When GPO produces these books, it recovers costs, but releases the materials in the public domain for further use. The NASA book, for example, was subsequently republished in paperback by a private publisher, and the seminal History of the Formation of the Union, produced in 1941 by GPO is kept alive today by W.S. Hein.

Today, volume at GPO declines as the government moves many publications and forms into a digital format. Producing high end books taps into some of the talented resources at the GPO, preserving jobs by shifting printing towards the high end.

Our Cultural and Historical Archives

To liberate the tremendous value in our cultural institutions—the Library of Congress, the Smithsonian Institution, and the National Archives—there are two complementary strategies to take. First, one can (and indeed must) work in bulk, releasing large numbers of photographs or videos and taking aggressive steps to digitize primary resources such as the Federal Depository Library Program archives at GPO.

A second, complimentary approach is a curated one, using trained writers, artists, historians, and archivists in conjunction with the master printers at GPO to create an archival quality series of books. We propose here a Library of the U.S.A., a series of books produced in conjunction with a jobs program, part of the national effort to create and protect 2.5 million new jobs. An editor-in-chief at GPO would work with an editorial board named by the key stakeholders to define the series, then work with creative workers selected from a national call for participation.

If the books are fundamental in nature, documenting the history of the United States and our national institutions, our national geography and natural resources, and the rich history of our culture and arts, it is likely that the Library of the U.S.A. would be a “must–have” item for libraries and would sell well in bookstores and on-line venues such as Amazon, thus recovering many of the costs of production while providing employment. By posting high–quality PDF files of the finished product as well as full–resolution imagery used in production, we can create an invaluable on–line resource for future generations and for other publishers to build upon.
The United States Publishing Academy

Although the Government Printing Office opened the day Abraham Lincoln took his oath of office, it was not until 34 years later that Congress finally codified the Printing Act of 1895, allowing that “the Public Printer may employ any such number of apprentices, not to exceed 25 at any one time, as in his judgment will be consistent with the economical service of the office.”

Workforce developments waxed and waned with the times, being revived after World War I to help train veterans, and again during the depression. In 1939, under the leadership of Public Printer Augustus E. Geigengack, the GPO Apprentice School had 150 boys and girls and a faculty of four and was declared to be “the best apprentice vocational school in the country.”

Vocational Education and Master Classes

The Government Printing Office has always been at the forefront of technological change, working with early Varityper systems after World War II, and pioneering photocomposition with magnetic tapes in 1967. Today, publishing continues to change, an opportunity the GPO can embrace by establishing an aggressive program of training for four audiences:

- Workforce development for the existing staff of the Government Printing Office.
- Workforce development for the publishing and printing personnel of other agencies.
- An opportunity to provide vocational training and internships in partnership with the District of Columbia schools and schools in the surrounding areas.
- An opportunity to publish curriculum materials for use throughout the country, by individuals on the Internet or by other schools in their own programs.

Today, GPO offers two forms of education. An Institute for Federal Printing and Electronic Publishing offers 14 basic classes to federal and DC Government employees, certain federal contractors, and librarians. GPO also offers an internal workforce development program, funded by a $2 million congressional appropriation in FY2006 and an additional $1 million in FY2007. We propose here to combine and expand those programs, providing a range of educational activities in a more formal, focused, and systematic way than is currently provided.

A program of formal education in the arts and sciences of printing and publishing can range from the traditional crafts such as bookbinding, design, and typesetting to their modern equivalents of high–speed photocomposition, advanced print–on–demand services, and the modern languages of PostScript, CSS and HTML. A small full–time faculty—supported by a distinguished cast of visiting experts and scholars—could easily support the current program of short–term training provided by the Institute, while working with an initial full–time pilot class of students. If successful, the program could expand to provide a range of classes ranging from introductory topics to advanced master classes. A program of testing and certification can provide an objective measurement of the skills and knowledge attained, and the materials developed for certification programs and curricula can be offered on–line for others to use without restriction, helping fuel similar efforts throughout the country.

The U.S. government has always played a vital role for certain forms of specialized training. The National Fire Academy trains thousands of volunteer and professional firefighters and the National Mine Health and Safety Academy is internationally renowned for its programs of occupational safety. GPO can provide a central focus for publishing, training its own workforce, the federal government, and the public in the art and science of publishing.
Federal Register 2.0

A much more visual, much more usable Federal Register is proposed, a 100-day project that will lay the groundwork for a fundamental change in how the United States distributes the Official Journals of Government and how citizens participate in the rulemaking process. The long-term goal is for all primary legal materials issued by all 3 branches of the U.S. Government to be readily available on the Internet, making America's Operating System open source.

The Federal Register Today

The Federal Register started publication on March 14, 1936 with a 16-page paper selling for a nickel, $1/month or $10/year for a subscription. President Roosevelt wrote the first “story,” a piece about how Bull Island in South Carolina, pursuant to the Migratory Bird Conservation Act, would be reserved for the use of the Department of Agriculture. Fifteen thousand copies were printed, 4,000 for the government’s use, the remainder for sale. By 1973, circulation had grown to 27,000 subscribers and in 2004 the Register had over 73,000 pages for the year.

The Register System consists of 11 different publications. In 1937, the daily gazette was supplemented with a Codification Board which issued the compiled Code of Federal Regulations. In 1946, agencies were required to use the Federal Register for all Notices of Proposed Rulemaking, turning the system from a mere register of rules enacted into an opportunity for comment by the public and making the Federal Register the official means of notification by the U.S. Government to the public.

Because print was the delivery mechanism, and because the volume of regulations and notices is so high, the Federal Register has a distinctively dense feel. While most have migrated to the Internet for their daily dose of regulations and announcements, the on-line interface presented by the Government Printing Office is primitive at best. Even the forthcoming “Federal System” from GPO, scheduled to enter beta in January 2009, does little to change how the Register looks and is accessed on the Internet. The system consists of typeset PDF pages (a single page per file) and raw text that lacks any formatting whatsoever.

What People See Today: Very dense PDF files or very poorly formatted text, none of which are suitable for reading on-line. Navigation is a primitive browse/search capability, and there are no notification or other mechanisms.

A 100-Day Change

The National Archives authors the Federal Register using a language called SGML, a predecessor to today’s XML standards that are widely used for authorizing documents such as bills. In addition to presenting the Federal Register on-line as PDF pages and raw text, GPO makes these raw SGML/XML feeds available as products. Working with these raw feeds, there is the opportunity to leapfrog the current system and present substantial improvements quickly.

There are many things one could do to the Federal Register to make it more usable and more visual. A redesign would be created by leading usability experts and designers working in a small skunk works team, but a few changes that could be implemented are obvious:

- Proposed rules consist of nested lists. Freed from the narrow constraints of a 3-column print page and with some simple programming one could easily indent each successive sub-part, vastly increasing readability.
• In the print publication, all heads and introductory material look the same. By using style sheets, and some very simple graphics, one could make important information jump out much more readily.

• The current system provided by GPO has no navigation whatsoever. One should be able to easily go backwards and forwards in time, by agency, by code section, and by topic.

• The current search capabilities are primitive and do not take advantage of the substantial amount of metadata, such as an official thesaurus of index terms, that is available in the raw feeds.

• Much of the Federal Register is time-sensitive: announcements of proposed meetings, when rules will become effective, or deadlines for bidding. A calendar and newsfeed-based notification mechanism should be an integral part of the user interface.

• There are no permanent, human readable URLs that one can link to. Instead, one has to navigate by page number or search, making it impossible to build a blog entry that links to the Register. One should be able to easily build a link to a particular page or article.

• Documents should be signed, the web site should use a secure link with a valid certificate, and the Domain Names should be based on Secure DNS. People should be absolutely certain they are looking at an authentic government document.

• There should be links: when a section of the Federal Register references the U.S. Code, the Code of Federal Regulations, or other law, one should be able to click and see it.

• The Federal Register incorporates by reference a large number of technical standards. One should be able to read the incorporated documents as part of the Federal Register on the GPO web site.

• The HTML and PDF versions of the current Federal Register are not “search engine optimized.” Keywords, dates, authors, and other important information should be built into the headers of these files so that search engines can more easily categorize them.

• One should be able to easily see how a proposed regulation would change the existing Code of Federal Regulations, seeing a “redline” of current versus proposed.

• Law suits are often based on events in the past. The Code of Federal Regulations and all related compilations should be put into a Source Code Control system, enabling one to navigate forwards and backwards in time to see what regulations or laws were in effect.

• One should be able to easily flip between pages in HTML and the PDF print view of a document. Interfaces such as Google Books and the Internet Archive’s Open Library provide workable examples.

• There are a large number of advanced visualization techniques, from logic maps to tree diagrams, that could be used to sort through the mass of information.

• For each article, there should be a way to provide feedback, be it a link to the existing Regulations.Gov site, an agency-specific forum, or even a simple email address.

3 Levels of Access

All of these examples have to do with usability and navigation of the site hosting the Federal Register, as well as the visual appearance of the Register itself. However, a large number of private groups digest these Official Journals and build systems that certainly supplement what the government does, and in many cases are much better. As such, Federal Register 2.0 needs to provide access at 3 levels:

• At the lowest level, bulk data in the original SGML, as well as PDF and HTML versions should be available as signed zip files and at no charge. The current $17,000 price tag has a huge chilling effect on innovation and is not appropriate for works of government.
• An API should allow any blogger to embed a document, a part of a document, or a
document stream into their own site, much as they embed a YouTube video or playlist.

• The same API outside developers use can then be used by the government to build a
better web site, Federal Register 2.0.

Providing an API and bulk data is a way to hedge our bets. Even if the government can’t build a
better web site, we can count on the public doing so. As a public printer, there is no
justification for the U.S. government withholding raw feeds of public domain data.

What Users Will See in 100 Days: A much better visual presentation of the Federal Register with
navigation vastly improved.

What Agencies Will See in 100 Days: Agencies will see a much more straightforward mechanism
for incorporating Federal Register articles into their own web sites.

The 1-Year Goal: Supporting the Future of Federal e-Rulemaking

A dramatic change in the look and feel of the current Federal Register can be accomplished in
100 days by “forking” the current system. One would leave the document creation and
authoring system as is, but put in parallel systems for document distribution. The Federal
Register 2.0 system could enter a beta testing state in 3 months as follows:

• Assemble a very small “skunk works” team of design, usability, XML parsing, and server
admin experts. These should be “alpha geeks,” people known for going quickly from
concept to operational systems that meet all best current practices.

• Assemble a team of outside advisors to work with the skunk works team. For example,
a team of security experts such as Ed Felten, Bruce Schneir, and Paul Vixie could ensure
that the digital signatures and signed domain names are properly implemented.

• Use the existing SGML product so that there is no impact on the current FDSYS or NARA
systems. Build the new system using state-of-the-art open source tools on a modern
cluster of UNIX-based servers.

• Bring in a team of outside developers to work alongside the development team so that
when the system goes public, there are a series of sample “widgets” and an active
developer program.

• When the system goes into public beta, announce a contest with a reasonable prize
(e.g., $25,000) to get people to apply new designs to the style sheets or new widgets
that access information.

While the look and feel will dramatically change with such an approach, there is a more
fundamental challenge, which is to address the issues so carefully framed by the Committee on
the Status and Future of Federal e-Rulemaking, which outlines a path towards a system that
“encourages the sustained engagement of individuals, business, non–governmental
organizations, and state and local governments with rulemaking agencies.”

Meeting such a challenge will require the participation of all 170 rulemaking entities and
leadership from the executive branch. A reformulated Federal Register will provide an
important foundation for such an exercise, giving policy makers new tools and a new platform
to support citizen participation. For example, the API could be used in a new docket
management system to automatically incorporate new Federal Register articles.

What Users Will See in 1 Year: Bulk access to data will lead to many different kinds of services—
run by agencies, commercial services, and public sites—incorporating the Official Journals into
their systems, leading to a much better integration of publication, as well as a feedback
channel, into the official publication process of the U.S. Government.
The 4-Year Goal: America’s Operating System

The Federal Register system of publications represents many of the official publications of the executive branch. A large stream of other documents come from the legislative branch and judiciary, forming a collection of primary legal materials that make up “America’s Operating System,” the rules that govern our society. A goal of the new administration should be to make America’s Operating System open source, guaranteeing that a complete and current archive of all primary legal materials in the United States are freely available on the Internet.

This goal is partly about democracy, allowing citizens to see the rules that govern our society, but America’s Operating System is also about innovation, guaranteeing that any scholar or entrepreneur can download our legal materials and develop new and more effective ways of presenting, practicing, communicating, and learning about the law.

What We Will See in 4 Years: Making all primary legal materials available will change the way the law is practiced in the United States, making the rules of our society available to citizens in all walks of life. Reaching beyond the beltway to incorporate feedback into the rulemaking, legislative, and judicial processes will make government more transparent, relevant, and timely.

Rebooting .Gov

This proposal to open source America’s Operating System starting with the Federal Register is part of a broader vision for transforming GPO and changing how citizens interact with their government. More details on this broader vision are at http://public.resource.org/change.gov.